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ABSTRACT

Biomedical Studies of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes using Near-infrared Fluorescence

by

Paul Cherukuri

Experimental studies will be described aimed at providing a scientific foundation for the 

use of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) in biomedical applications. SWNTs 

have been found to be a unique class of nanoscale near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence 

contrast agents that also exhibit novel therapeutic capabilities.

In our first study, we found that cultured macrophage cells readily engulf individual 

nanotubes. The rate of cellular uptake of SWNTs was measured by monitoring their 

characteristic NIR emissions. Furthermore, we also found that the NIR emissions of 

individual SWNTs are persistent in both the extracellular and intracellular environment 

of macrophage cells.

Next, we extended our study from simple in vitro systems to the more complex in vivo 

mammalian animal model. By quantitatively tracking individual SWNTs, we have 

determined the rabbit’s pharmacokinetic SWNT profile without the aid of additional 

fluorophores or radiolabels. As a final therapeutic alpplication, we have developed 

SWNTs as novel pharmaceutical agents that efficiently carry siRNA molecules into 

cancer cells in order to induce targeted apoptosis of specific tumors.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

“Human health has always been determined on the nanometer scale; this is where the 

structure and properties o f the machines o f life work in every one o f the cells in every 

living thing. The practical impact on human health o f this science o f the small will be 

huge.”

-  Richard E. Smalley, Nobel Laureate 1996, circa 2003

In the beginning there was light. This was shortly followed by carbon.

Carbon is the elemental basis o f life on our planet. Chemists, physicists, and 

biologists alike have always been enamored with carbon. It is the remarkable nature of 

carbon and its peculiar properties that have seduced scientists over the centuries. Now, 

after the recent discoveries of carbon’s nanoscale allotropes, the buckyball and its 

cylindrical cousin the “buckytube”, the scientific research community’s interest in carbon 

chemistry has been renewed by these icons o f nanotechnology . 1

Richard Feynman is widely credited as initiating the field of nanotechnology 

when he articulated his vision while giving his now classic lecture at the American 

Physical Society meeting in 1959. That famous speech was entitled “Plenty of Room at 

the Bottom” and it marked the introduction o f the principles of what we now refer to as 

nanotechnology. Feynman’s lecture ignited a generation o f young scientists that wanted 

to get to the bottom of things and build up from there. But Feynman’s lecture merely 

hinted at the future and potential of what we now call nanotechnology. An advance in
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measurement science has always preceded advances in our understanding o f the natural 

universe. 2

Then in 1985 came the serendipitous discovery o f the fullerenes by the late Prof. 

Richard Smalley, as well Prof. Robert Curl, and Prof. Harry Kroto at Rice University. It 

was not until this discovery of the carbon soccer ball and development of the tools that 

characterize nanotechnology that nano took off. This single discovery opened the 

floodgates for carbon research and propelled the interest in discovering new forms of 

molecular nanocarbon constructs. 3

After their discovery, Smalley and others predicted the existence o f elongated 

forms of the fullerenes and suggested that these structures might be found in the 

molecular mix formed during the synthesis o f fullerenes. Ijima in 1991 fulfilled this 

prediction by reporting the first images of the remarkable elongated, cylindrical fullerene, 

known as the carbon nanotube. 4 And thus began the great carbon nanotube race and its 

role as the “poster-nanoparticle”.

In this dissertation, I will show that single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are a 

unique class of nanoscale near-infrared (NIR) fluorophores that also exhibit novel 

therapeutic properties. In order to provide the reader with a background on nanotubes, 

Chapter 2 will describe the biomedical applications o f nanoparticles as well as an 

introductory description of the physical properties o f SWNTs with emphasis on their 

unique NIR emission characteristics. Chapter 3 details our work involving cultured 

macrophage cells, which were found to engulf individual nanotubes with uptake rates that 

could be measured by monitoring their characteristic SWNT NIR fluorescence.

Chapter 4 describes a pharmacokinetic study to assess the in vivo behavior and fate
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of SWNTs using NIR fluorescence measurements after intravenous injection of 

individual nanotubes into rabbits. Chapter 5 describes our first study using crosslinked 

micelles (PEG-eggs) that have covalently captured SWNTs within their micelle to 

preserve their characteristic NIR emissions.

Finally, Chapters 6  and 7 discuss some o f the interesting and most promising 

applications of SWNTs as therapeutic cancer agents. Chapter 6  describes the activity of 

SWNTs as transfection vehicles for delivering therapeutic siRNA molecules into cancer 

cells, and Chapter 7 reports the radiofrequency heating o f SWNTs in cancer cells that 

may lead to an important noninvasive method for treating tumors.
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Chapter 2: Nanotubes for Nanohealth

A. The Problem -  Early Detection and Treatment

Medical science is beginning to evolve from an emergency practice to one that

endeavors to prevent the onset o f disease before the manifestation of symptoms. This 

shift in the standard clinical paradigm towards a more predictive science has led to the 

exploration of new technologies that will approach this goal in the hope of greatly 

reducing the scourges of our common human condition (e.g. cancer and heart disease).

Technology is now being developed to “see and treat” disease at the earliest 

stages. For example, advances in medical imaging systems have enabled physicians to 

noninvasively diagnose the in vivo state o f disease and often spare the patient from the 

surgeon’s blade. Two such imaging systems are magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and 

computed tomography (CT). MRI spatially maps the proton relaxivity o f biological 

tissues, whereas CT maps the X-ray attenuation within the body. Both modalities employ 

reconstruction algorithms to produce 3-dimensional images of the body with spatial 

resolutions between 500 [xm - 2 mm . 5

Although this level of resolution has been found to be clinically useful, it is not 

proved to be sufficient to catch a disease at cellular level before symptoms appear. In 

order to resolve microscopic disease states in vivo (e.g. small tumors, atheromas), 

contrast agents are introduced into tissue in order to alter the local proton relaxivities 

(MRI contrast) or produce an increased attenuation (X-ray contrast) in areas where they 

have localized leading to an improved spatial resolution by highlighting specific regions 

o f clinical interest.
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Currently, contrast agents have also been developed to play a dual role as 

therapeutic agents to carry pharmaceutical materials into specific cells of the body. For 

example, super-paramagnetic iron oxide has been used clinically as an MRI contrast 

agent, but is also used as therapeutic agent because under specific alternating magnetic 

fields it will heat and ablate tumors. 6

These agents that serve both a therapeutic and diagnostic role can address some 

very clinically challenging questions: What is the micro-location, size, and rate of 

progression of disease? Is there a measurable marker for the molecular processes? What 

is the best target for therapeutic agents to maximize the responsiveness to the 

pharmaceutical? Can we temporally monitor the ratio of disease to health? 7

Therefore, we must develop stealthy agents that can traverse the barriers o f the 

human body to reach the cellular targets o f interest that we have identified and later either 

be metabolically inactivated or excreted from the body without any deleterious effects.

The recent emergence o f new, biocompatible nanoscale materials promises to 

fulfill the dream of imaging and therapy with a host of novel agents that possess unique 

properties. There are specific characteristics for these new formulations that should be 

considered 7:

i.) prolonged circulating half-life (on the order o f hours)

ii.) selective binding to specific epitopes

iii.) low background with high signal-to-noise ratios

iv.) clinically acceptable toxicity and side effects

v.) scaleable synthesis and clinical use

vi.) usability with commercially available imaging modalities
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vii.) possible therapeutic drug delivery with improved efficacy

There are numerous nanoparticles that are currently capable o f meeting the 

required characteristics listed above. However in this dissertation we have chosen to 

consider carbon nanotubes as our nanoparticles o f choice. The first question that then 

needs to be addressed is: Why carbon nanotubes for biological applications?

To address this question we must first understand the chemistry o f SWNTs to 

appreciate their relevance to biomedical studies. Chemistry is fundamentally the story of 

the electron, therefore, an understanding of the electronic and physical properties of 

SWNTs are critical to appreciating the uniqueness SWNTs.

B. Carbon Nanotubes

a. Geometry o f  SWNTs

Carbon nanotubes, in the same vein as fullerenes, are the structural progeny of

o

graphene. As seen in Figure 2.1, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) can be 

envisioned as a single strip of graphitic carbon rolled to form a seamless cylinder. This 

seamless graphene cylinder is 1 atom thick with typically 10-40 carbon atoms along the 

cylindrical circumference and much longer in length (several microns). This unusually 

large aspect ratio gives the SWNT a unique quasi 1-D structure. 9
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Figure 2.1 Graphitic forms of carbon. Fullerene(green), nanotubes (pink),

graphite(blue). (reproduced from Greim, et al8)

The vector Ch, can geometrically specify the structure of an individual SWNT:

C h — na.\ + msi2

Ch is defined by a pair o f indices designated (n, m), which in turn denotes the number of 

unit vectors nay and mao in the honeycomb sheet. 10

As shown in Figure 2.2, C* forms the chiral angle 0 for the so-called “zig-zag” or 

ai direction. The axis of the zigzag nanotube corresponds to 0 = 0°, whereas the so-called 

armchair nanotube axis corresponds to 0 = 30°. All other nanotubes are classified as 

being “chiral” tubes with hexagons spiral along the SWNTs axis at a chiral angle 

between 0 and 30°.
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intermediate (0 < < 30°)

Figure 2.2 Geometric structure of SWNTs. Armchairs, zig-zags, and intermediate SWNT 

structures by their chiral angle, which in turn describes their electronic properties.

b. Electronic properties o f  SWNTs

Graphene itself is a well known zero-gap semiconductor, however theoretical 

calculations and experiment have shown that carbon nanotubes come in three energy 

band flavors: medium-gap, tiny-gap, and zero-gap systems. The rules describing the 

conductivity o f the SWNTs are the following11:

i. If n=m, SWNTs are metallic (n,m)

ii. If n -  m = 3j, (where j is a non-zero integer), SWNTs are tiny-gap 

semiconductors (or semi-metals)

iii. For all others, SWNTs are medium-gap semiconductors

d. Semiconducting SWNTs fluoresce in the NIR

All nanotubes easily form bundles and ropes due to van der Waals interactions
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between individual SWNTs (tube-tube binding energy ~ 500 eV/micron) and this

12pronounced aggregation perturbs the electronic character o f individual SWNTs.

In 2002, a surfactant isolation technique was developed to individualize SWNTs 

and study their optical properties. When this was achieved, Weisman and co-workers 

found that SWNTs exhibit near infrared emissions. 12

The fluorescence from SWNTs can be readily understood from the density of 

states model in Figure 2.3. An electron is excited from the valence to the conduction 

energy band by gaining energy exceeding the band gap. The electron after being excited 

into the conduction band returns from this higher state back to the valence band by 

emitting a photon o f lower energy En. This emitted photon has a wavelength that is

13almost inversely proportional to diameter and generally falls in the NIR.

I conduction!

Density of Electronic States 

Figure 2.3 Typical density o f electronic states diagram for a semiconducting 

SWNT. Evident are the sharp Van Hove singularities. Semiconducting 

SWNTs exhibit band-gap fluorescence across the En transition in the near 

infrared region.
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c. HiPco SWNT synthesis

All SWNTs (unless otherwise stated) used in this disseration were produced by 

high pressure carbon monoxide (HiPco) synthesis at Rice University. This synthetic 

method was developed by Smalley et al, 14 and is a cost effective method to produce 

SWNTs on a large scale.

Figure 2.4 is a diagram of the HiPco process. HiPco begins with a cool, high 

pressure stream of carbon monoxide (CO) feed stock gas which contains Fe(CO) 5 catalyst 

precursor. This cool feedstock gas is heated to 1000°C in less than a millisecond by 

rapidly mixing it with preheated CO gas at 1200°C.

mixing/ 
^reaction 

zone

CO M e t  
to showerhead 
preheater

I

output from reactor 
(S W N T  in CO)
to product 
collection

Figure 2.4 HiPco reactor diagram with mixing/reaction zone enlarged.

(Reproducedfrom reference 14)
Upon sudden and rapid heating, thermal decompositon o f Fe(CO )5 begins, which

forms gas phase iron clusters. The iron clusters serve as nucleation sites for SWNT

formation by the Boudard reaction which occurs on the surface of the iron particles. The

showerhead
(delivers pure CO 

a t mo-mov.
injector inter 

delivers room
temp CO * fems
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Boudard reaction is a type of disportionation reaction where two CO molecules yield one 

CO2 molecule and graphitic carbon (i.e. SWNTs).

Although HiPco is a preferred method of SWNT production there are limitations 

to its production quality. The major product of HiPco is the perfect single walled carbon 

nanotube. However there is fraction o f side products that are formed during synthesis, 

including C60 as well as giant fullerenes. Another limitation of HiPco is that there is 

considerable variability between production runs. This is mainly due to experimental 

design changes in HiPco production systems over time as well as variations in process 

conditions. In addition, the raw fluffy SWNT product that is produced includes a 

significant amount o f residual iron catalyst that must be removed efficiently for most 

applications involving SWNTs. 14

SWTJTs are produced by HiPco as tangled ropes o f 10-30 nm in diameter that are 

endless spaghetti-like structures. After debundling and characterization by 2-D 

fluorescence spectra, over 33 semiconducting species have been identified. 13 Because of 

this variation, all SWNT sample used in this dissertation were taken from HiPco 

production run number 162.8 (unless otherwise noted).

d. Carbon nanotubes in biomedical studies 

Given, its unique 1-D cylindrical structure, the SWNT is a synthetic nanoparticle that

might provide unique capability within biological systems. An additional reason for

carbon nanotubes as a pharmaceutical nanoparticle is that most nanoparticles are

spherical and much larger in overall size. Therefore, the fluid dynamics of these

nanocylinders may represent a benefit because of their ability to penetrate into regions

that larger spherical particles are not able to reach.
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Additionally, since SWNTs are primarily composed of semi-conducting particles 

their unique near infrared emissions, which occur between 900-1450, suggest the 

possibility of a new class o f optical fluorophore. Furthermore, their hollow structure have 

been explored as endohedral SWNTs for the sequestration of gadolinium or iodine in 

order to shield the body from these toxic substances, while allowing for directed delivery 

o f MRI or CT contrast imaging agents to desired sites within the human body 15. A final 

benefit of carbon nanotubes is that they are functionalizable with either covalent or non- 

covalent (van der Waals, j i - j i  stacking) interactions to attach targeting molecules (e.g. 

antibodies, peptides) or additional therapeutic agents. Therefore, these remarkable 

physical properties make SWNTs a candidate for pharmaceutical applications.

e. Challenges fo r  biomedical SWNT applications 

Although single walled nanoscale graphitic cylinders possess unique physical

properties with potential for novel pharmaceutical applications, inconsistent results have

plagued most researchers in this field of research for two main reasons. First, the

hydrophobic surface of the nanotube requires chemical modification with water-

solubilizing moieties in order to produce stable aqueous colloidal SWNT suspensions.

Secondly, tracking these nanoscale carbon objects in a complex biological system is

difficult.

There has been a growing interest in the pharmaceutical community with regards to 

intravascular delivery o f hydrophobic nanoparticles. Delivery methodologies have been 

developed to solubilize proteins and small hydrophobic drugs and produce stable 

colloidal particles in biological solution. It is hoped that these methods can be translated 

to SWNT delivery systems.
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Nanoparticles can be stabilized via two primary methods: steric stabilization or 

charge repulsion. Both methods involve using some type of repulsive force to prevent 

particles from aggregating. Steric stabilization involves the addition o f a polymer, such as 

polyethylene glycol, to the surface of another particle to introduce a physical barrier to 

the surface of the other particle. Charge repulsion depends on the addition o f ionic 

moieties to the surface of the nanoparticle to produce repulsive electrostatic forces that 

prevent flocculation and eventual coagulation of the particles . 16

With respect to nanotubes, either method could potentially be utilized. Billups and 

co-workers produced individualized SWNTs that were functionalized with phenyl 

sulfonate groups. When introduced into deionized aqueous solvents, these were shown to 

be thermodynamically stable suspensions. 17 However, Figure 2.5 shows that when 

introduced into physiological solutions such as phosphate buffered saline, charge 

stabilized nanotubes flocculated rapidly.

Figure 2.5 A. Phenyl sulfonated SWNTs added to both deionized water 
(left vial) and PBS(right vial). Charged stabilized SWNTs after 5 secs in 
PBS show pronounced flocculation whereas in DI water are completely 
stable.
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Therefore, although covalent functionalization of SWNTs with ionic moieties 

confers aqueous solubility, it offers limited stability in physiological solvents primarily 

due to charge screening from the high concentration of ions in these saline solutions. 

Additionally, covalent functionalization of the sidewall of SWNTs perturbs the electronic 

character o f the nanotube. Most functionalization methods have shown to change the 

electronic structure significantly and eliminate the semi-conducting fluorescence from the 

sample, as seen in Figure 2.6.

660 nm  Excitation 
785 nm  Excitation

1000 1 3 3 0  14QG 1600

W aveleng th  (nm)

600 nm  Excitation 
735 n m  Excitation

1000 1200 1400 10QO

W avelength  (nm)

Figure 2.6. Top: Noncovalent wrapped SWNTs in 1% F108 Pluronic exhibit clear 
emission spectra from 950-1400 nm. Bottom: Phenyl sulfonated SWNTs exhibit 
virtually no characteristic emission due to significant covalent functionalization 
and disruption of the pi-structure of the nanotube. Note difference in intensity 
scales between the frames.
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Therefore, in order to preserve the nanotubes’ electronic properties while 

providing water stability, self-assembled, neutral amphiphilic polymers have been used to 

noncovalently wrap the nanotube. Maintaining the electronic structure with noncovalent 

wrapping with targeting or theraputic agents retains the fluorescence properties of the 

nanotube to allow it to play the dual role as a contrast and theraputic agent for the drug 

development of SWNTs.

First, noncovalent steric stabilization using biocompatible copolymers such as 

poloxamers provides an attractive route for delivering SWNTs in vivo. There has been 

significant effort expended using polymeric steric stabilizers to increase SWNT water 

solubility while retaining the individual nanotube’s near infrared (NIR) fluorescence.

Poloxamers are nonionic, highly entropic diblock copolymers of polypropylene 

oxide (PPO) and polyethylene glycol (PEG). These amphiphiles self-assemble in aqueous 

environments to form micellar structures, and have been utilized to deliver a number of 

hydrophobic drugs and proteins. In addition, the outer PEG layer is a well-tolerated bio-

l O I Q
passivating material ’ ’ and SWNTs encapsulated in these PEGylated micelles are 

stably dispersible. Under in vivo conditions, the PEG surface resists opsonization and the 

resulting activation of the reticuloendothelial system, providing for longer circulation 

times and maximizing the probability of SWNTs reaching target tissues for diagnostic or 

therapeutic applications.21

Secondly, this noncovalent wrapping allows for near infrared fluorescence to be 

used as an optical technique to monitor the localization of SWNTs in biological systems. 

NIR is nonionizing radiation that has been shown to have less absorption and scattering 

in biological tissues than visible light. However, standard fluorescence microscopes must
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be modified in order to detect the fluorescence emissions of SWNTs. Therefore, in this 

work we describe the development and use o f a fluorescence microscopy system capable 

of imaging individual nanotube fluorescence in vitro.
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Chapter 3: Near-Infrared Fluorescence Microscopy of SWNTs 

in Cells

A. Introduction

The exploration o f SWNT interactions with biological systems remains at a very 

early stage. This is due to a number of factors, but a major roadblock has been the 

challenge of observing nanotubes in complex biological environments. Single-walled 

carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) in biological systems are difficult to detect by elemental 

analysis (since they are made entirely of carbon it is difficult to distinguish them in a 

carbon based sample) and radiolabeling, although useful requires specialized techniques 

and materials. Another method that has been employed is to covalently attach visible 

fluorophores and then microscopically image SWNTs in cells.22,23 This technique is an 

effective methodology. However, it is complicated by the chemical stability o f the linker, 

which must resist enzymatic cleavage, and furthermore the visible emissions from these 

tethered fluorophores must be detected above endogenous fluorescence (which is 

typically from 500 -  900 nm). [Figure 1] An additional problem of tethering a molecule 

to the surface of the SWNT is that size, shape, and charge o f a given nanoparticle 

determines its biological activity and interactions. Therefore, tethering an additional 

molecular construct to the side o f the nanotube may alter its biological effects in 

unintended ways.24

We have developed a method for observing pristine, polymer coated, hydrophobic

SWNTs in biological media through their unique near-infrared intrinsic fluorescence to

12explore capability of using SWNTs as a new class o f artificial NIR fluorophores.
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a. Near infrared spectrum and biological properties

The NIR portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is defined as the region ranging 

from below the visible detection limits of the human eye (hence infrared or “below red”) 

to the beginning of the mid-IR region(~700-1500 nm). This is shown as a chart in Figure 

3 .1.25
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Figure 3.1. Electromagnetic spectrum. The NIR region is a narrow band just below 

visible and above mid-infrared.

NIR radiation is nonionizing (~ 1 eV), and therefore a biologically benign form of 

light. Additionally, the interaction of NIR energy with biological tissues results in 

relatively little absorption and reduced scattering, which gives greater depth penetration 

into tissue (-several cm) as compared to other wavelengths o f the EM spectrum 26
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(Figure 3.2). An additional benefit is that there is very little endogenous fluorescence

from tissues in this spectral region.

UV - r v a  NIR IR

Whole Blood

Melanosome

Epidermis

Water (x0.75)
Aorta

100 1,000 10,000
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.2. Tissue absorption coefficients between UV and IR. As shown, the NIR 

region is a window o f opportunity for interrogation of biological tissue with optical 

radiation.

b. Near infrared fluorescence spectroscopy

Fluorescence is defined as a photon emission process that occurs after an atom or 

molecule absorbs an incident photon (excitation photon) at a given wavelength (energy). 

The optical absorption creates an excited spin singlet state that relaxes back to the ground 

state by emitting a photon at a longer wavelength. In order to detect fluorescence 

emissions, a spectrofluorometer is configured as shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.3. 

The detector collects the light emitted from the sample and and a fluorescence spectrum 

is produced as the emission monochrometer is scanned.
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Figure 3.3. Diagram of typical spectrofluorometer configuration.

c. Near infraredfluorphores

Molecules that exhibit fluorescent NIR emissions are called fluorophores and 

have been developed as contrast agents for optical microscopy. Fluorescence imaging is a 

method that is similar to fluorescence spectroscopy. However, in the case o f fluorescence 

imaging, the emitted light from fluorophores is typically detected by a camera (silicon 

CCD or InGaAs, depending on the spectral range of interest) to produce an image of the 

fluorophore spatial distribution.

M an y  b io co m p atib le  N IR  flu o ro p h o res  are  sm all o rg an ic  m o lecu les  (~  M W  700- 

800). A commonly employed FDA-approved NIR fluorophore is indocyanine green 

(ICG), with peak absorption o f 760-800 nm. It has been shown to be one of the least toxic 

agents ever administered to human beings, and has rarely demonstrated anaphylaxis
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(allergic reaction). Its clinical applications are primarily as a dye for retinal angiograms.27 

(Figure 3.4)

Figure 3.4. Top: Optical image of fundus (left) and fluorescence emission 

image of fundus after application of ICG dye (right). Location reveals source 

o f vascular degeneration. Bottom: Structure of Indocyanine green, disulfonated 

indocyanine that is currently in clinical use. Reproducedfrom Reference 27

d. SWNTs vs. organic NIR fluorophores

Flowever, most organic fluorophores have some limitations in their applications 

as biological contrast agents. A comparison of the fluorescence emission profile of 

SWNTs vs a representative group of NIR fluorophores is shown Table 3 .1.27
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Organic Fluoronhores SWNT Fluoroohores
Highly susceptible to photobleaching 

(~ seconds)

Emission range: 700-1000 nm

Small Stokes shift

Quantum yield <15 %

Virtually no photobleaching 
(-hours)

Emission range: 900-1450 nm

Large Stokes shift

Quantum yield < 5%

This table clearly shows that there are several major differences between standard 

organic fluorophores and the new organic SWNT fluorophores. Specifically, carbon 

nanotubes are nearly immune to photobleaching, their unique spectral emission are deep 

in the NIR region (where there is virtually no endogenous fluorescence), and they are 

capable o f tunable emission spectra dependent on the specific chirality of the nanotube. 

On the other hand, one advantage o f the organic fluorphores is that their quantum yields 

are much greater than those of SWNTs.

However, given the major benefits of SWNTs, especially the unusually long 

wavelengths o f SWNT emission, which allow for high contrast detection with strong 

discrimination against endogenous fluorescence, the individual carbon nanotube has the 

potential o f becoming an interesting and useful class of fluorophore for contrast 

applications.

Therefore, in this first study to develop SWNTs as NIR fluorophores, we aimed to 

selectively detect small concentrations o f nanotubes in biological specimens using a 

fluorescence spectrometer and microscope modified for near-IR imaging. We illustrate 

our technique with near-IR fluorescence spectra, quantitative emission intensities, and
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microscopic images o f mouse macrophage-like cells that have actively ingested 

nanotubes while incubated in SWNT suspensions.

B. Materials and Methods

a. Pluronic coated SWNT preparation

We prepared aqueous suspensions o f individual HiPco-grown SWNTs using a

7 8dispersal, sonication, and centrifugation procedure which was described previously, 

except that we replaced the sodium dodecylsulfate surfactant with 1 % Pluronic F I08. 

This method resulted in a stock solution containing ca. 80 pg/ml individualized SWNTs.

b. NIR fluorescence spectroscopy

NIR spectra were obtained using a J-Y Spex Fluorolog 3-211 spectrofluorometer 

equipped with a single channel InGaAs detector. Corrected emission spectra were 

recorded from 800 to 1500 nm using approximately 60 mW of 660 nm light from an 

external diode laser as the excitation source.

Note that prior to spectrofluorimetric quantification measurements, we mixed 

each cell suspension with 25 pL o f 10% aqueous SDS solution to obtain a homogeneous 

sample for quantitative analysis samples were then transferred into a 500 pL fused silica 

cuvette mounted in the fluorescence spectrophotometer. SDS serves as a detergent to 

lyse the cell membrane.

c. Cell culture

J774.1A mouse peritoneal macrophage-like cell lines were obtained from the 

American Type Culture Collection. All cells were grown on individual 100-mm culture 

plates at 37°C in 10 mol of DMEM (Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium, high glucose)
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solution supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 IU/mL), 

streptomycin (100 pg/mL), and L-glutamine (2mM) in a 95% air-5% CO2 humidified 

incubator.

d. Macrophage cell microscopy with SWNTs

Samples for microscopic imaging were prepared by incubating cells for 24 h with 

7.3 jig/mL SWNT, washing and resuspending, pipetting them onto glass slides or 

chamber slides, and then fixing with 1 mL of 5% glutaraldehyde.

A Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope (Figure 3.5) was modified to allow near-infrared 

fluorescence imaging. We substituted a thermoelectrically-cooled InGaAs camera (Indigo 

Alpha) for the normal Si camera, externally mounted a 660 nm diode laser to provide epi- 

illumination of the sample, and installed custom dielectric optics (a beamsplitter to reflect 

excitation light and transmit near-infrared emission, and a dielectric barrier filter 

transparent from 1125 nm to the 1600 nm upper limit of the InGaAs camera).

Indigo InGaAs 
— camera 

(320 x 256)
Zeiss Axioplan 2 

microscope,Excitation 
diode laser 
(660 n m ),

custom
dichroic
optics

Figure 3.5. Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope modified to accommodate a 660 nm laser 
excitation source incident on a biological sample to be imaged using an Indigo InGaAs 
camera.
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C. Results

a. NIR fluorescence spectroscopy o f  cells

Figure 3.6 shows the NIR emission spectrum of a human whole blood sample 

with and without a small quantity o f added pluronic-coated SWNTs. This was done to 

determine if the nanotube fluorescence was stable in blood, as well as to the level of 

background interference from the blood itself. The blood had been heparinized to inhibit 

clotting and ~ 500 pL of blood was added to an equal volume of Pluronic SWNT 

suspension. This figure clearly demonstrates that nanotube spectra can be identified in 

blood via fluorometric techniques.
0.04

excitation: nm. ca. 150m W  
detection: Fluorolog 3-211 InGaAs Blood with heparin 

and nanotubes

0.03

filter fluorescence 
+ water Raman0.02

0.01

-  Blood with heparin

0.00

800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
Emission wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.6. Emission spectra o f blood spiked with Pluronic coated SWNTs. 
Heparinized blood contains no spectrally discemable features (red) whereas 
there are clear NIR SWNT emission peaks observed in the spiked sample 
(blue).
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The Pluronic coated SWNTs were compatible with the biological matrix (i.e. blood), and 

they remained individualized and fluorescent. With this encouraging result we proceeded 

with an incubation o f cells with SWNTs.

We chose to incubate macrophage cells with SWNTs for several reasons. First, 

since macrophage cells are sentinels o f the immune system and well known mediators of 

numerous inflammatory disease states such as atherogenesis (formation of atherosclerotic 

plaques), labeling of macrophage cells could prove to be clinically useful. Second, 

macrophage cells are phagocytically active in the reticuloendothelial system and function 

to remove exogenous particles from the body. They therefore a serve in a critical role for 

drug delivery of all nanoparticles.29 An understanding o f the interaction o f SWNTs with 

macrophage cells would help form the basis for future studies with nanotubes and their 

biological activity in vivo. Third, by using the intrinsic phagocytic activity of 

macrophage cells, we would be able to determine if SWNT NIR fluorescence emission 

would persist within the intracellular compartment.

Figure 3.7 displays the measured fluorescence spectrum of the aqueous Pluronic 

SWNT suspension that was added to the culture medium and the emission spectrum from 

incubated and washed macrophage cells. Note that the wavelengths of SWNT emission 

are far longer than those o f the longest-wavelength organic fluorophores used for 

bioimaging. The distinct emission peaks arise from semiconducting SWNT species that

.  TO • • • • •hav e  b een  ex c ited  w ith  660 nm  in  o u r sam ple. S ig n ifican t b ro ad en in g  an d  red -sh iftin g  

of these spectral peaks is observed for nanotubes in the culture medium and in incubated 

macrophage cells, as compared to Pluronic suspension. We interpret these spectral
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differences to arise from displacement o f the nanotubes’ surfactant coating by serum 

proteins in culture.

SWNT in 
Pluronic F108

SWNT in
macrophage cells

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
1100 12001000 1300 1400 1500

Emission wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.7. SWNT emission spectra in aqueous Pluronic F I08 suspension 
(blue) and macrophage cells incubated in SWNT suspension and then washed 
(red). Excitation was 660 nm. Intensities have been normalized.

Next, we incubated macrophage-like cells for varying periods in a growth 

medium that contained various concentrations o f SWNT (ca. 1.0 nm average diameter, 

ca. 1 pm average length) in Pluronic surfactant. Cell cultures with added surfactant or 

added surfactant plus 3.8 pg/mL of SWNTs showed equivalent population growth and 

normal adhesion, morphology, and confluence (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8. J774A.1 Macrophage-like cells incubated for 12 hrs with Pluronic coated 

SWNTs show no morphological changes. This is a DIC optical micrograph with 60X 

objective. Each macrophage cell is approximately 10-20 microns in size.

To study the variation o f nanotube uptake with incubation time, replicate samples 

o f macrophage cells (each containing ca. 1 x 107 cells of -  15 pm average diameter) were 

placed in culture plates containing 10 mL of growth medium and 1 mL of the SWNT 

stock solution and then incubated at 37°C for 4, 8, 12,18, or 24 h. Another set of culture 

plates were incubated for 24 h with various SWNT concentrations ranging between zero 

and the 7.3 pg/mL concentration used for the variable incubation time series. Following 

incubation, the cells in each plate were scraped and centrifuged at 700 rpm at 4°C for 10 

min. The supernatant was then discarded and the cells were washed three times in 5 mL 

portions o f phosphate buffer saline (PBS) before resuspension in 1 mL of PBS.

Figure 3.9a shows the increase in nanotube fluorescence emission per cell vs. 

incubation time. The smooth increase indicates a steady uptake rate that is consistent with
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phagocytosis. We also prepared cells that were incubated at 27 °C with SWNTs. These 

“cooler” cells showed 40% of the nanotube uptake that we normally found at 37 °C, a 

result that further supported active ingestion of the nanotubes.

Figure 3.9b shows that nanotube uptake into the cells is a smoothly increasing 

function of nanotube concentration in the medium. The uptake scale was calibrated from 

measured nanotube fluorescence loss in the growth medium.
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Figure 3.9. SWNT fluorescence intensity (integrated from 950 to 1500 nm) from 

incubated, washed samples o f 107 macrophage cells: (a) as a function of incubation 

time with 7.3 g/mL of SWNTs; (b) as a function of SWNT concentration after 24 h 

incubation. The solid lines show linear (a) and quadratic (b) fits to the data.

Figure 3.10 shows uptake of nanotubes from the growth medium. We prepared an 

additional macrophage sample with 1 x 108 cells in 11 mL of culture medium containing
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11 ng/mL of SWNT. After 0, 8, 18, and 24 h o f incubation at 37°C, 200 pL aliquots were 

withdrawn from this sample and their first spin supernatants were treated with SDS and

fluorimetrically analyzed for relative SWNT concentration. Taking the mass of a typical

181 pm long nanotube as 2.2 x 10' g, we estimate an average ingestion rate (at our highest 

nanotube concentration) o f approximately 1 nanotube per second per cell.
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Fig. 3.10. Fluorimetrically deduced SWNT content of a macrophage growth 

medium sampled at several intervals during incubation. The sample contained 

108 macrophage cells in an 11 mL volume and an initial SWNT concentration of 

11 ng/mL. SWNT contents were analyzed by spectrally integrating SWNT 

emission from 950 to 1500 nm using 660 nm excitation. Symbols show 

measured data and the solid curve is a linear best fit.
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b. NIR fluorescence microscopy o f  cells

Using samples incubated to give an average uptake of ca. 70 000 nanotubes per 

cell, we recorded fluorescence microscopic images of the macrophages between 1125 and 

1600 nm. Controls incubated without nanotubes showed no detectable emission, whereas 

all samples incubated with nanotubes gave emission.

Figure 3.11 is a macrophage fluorescence image obtained with a Zeiss 20x air 

objective and a 2.5x optovar (secondary) lens, whereas the image displayed in Fig 3.12 

used a Zeiss 63x /1 .4  oil-immersion objective and a 2.Ox optovar lens to give a total 

magnification of 126x onto the camera. Optical excitation power at the sample was 22 

mW. Images o f empty slides were digitally subtracted from sample images to provide 

background correction of detector dark noise and weak substrate luminescence.

50 uni

Figure 3.11 NIR fluorescence micrograph macrophage cells incubated in growth 
medium containing nanotubes. Intensities are coded in false color (yellow=max). 
Samples were excited at 660 nm and imaged by nanotube emission from 1125 to 
1600 nm. (Black lines and spots arise from defects in the InGaAs detector.)
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Figure 3.12 shows a false-color coded fluorescence image of one cell, obtained by 

deconvolving a z-series o f images (100 s exposure each) to suppress out-of-focus 

components. This image was taken near the cell’s vertical center and clearly shows many 

localized intracellular regions o f near-infrared light emission, most with apparent 

diameters limited by our optical resolution of ca. 1 pm. We interpret these as nanotubes 

contained in small phagosomes and suggest that nanotubes were actively ingested 

through phagocytosis. Active ingestion is consistent with the observed temperature- 

dependent uptake. We note that the nanotubes retain some emissive character despite the

31 29harsh oxidizing environment in macrophage phagosomes. ’
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Figure 3.12. Fluorescence image o f one macrophage-like cell incubated with 
SWNTs, showing emission detected from 1125 to 1600 nm with excitation at 660 
nm. Intensities are coded with false color, and the image was obtained from a z- 
axis series by deconvolution processing. Intensity along the yellow vertical line is 
plotted on the graph to the right, showing high image contrast and localized 
emission sources.
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D. Results and Conclusions

Two factors allow intracellular SWNT to be detected with high contrast despite 

their low fluorescence quantum yield. First, endogenous fluorescence from tissues is far 

weaker at wavelengths above 1125 nm than in the limited near-IR segment from 750 to 

1100 nm commonly used for bioimaging. Second, semiconducting SWNT have very 

large shifts between excitation and emission wavelengths when they are excited at second

30van Hove absorption transitions and detected through first van Hove emission. 

Background signals from endogenous Raman scattering can therefore be avoided, 

because the SWNT excitation-emission shifts exceed all vibrational Raman shifts.

The high optical contrast may allow SWNTs to serve as a fluorophore in future 

families o f biochemically targeted tissue markers for selective detection and imaging in 

bioresearch and medicine. Nanotubes apparently share the high photostability of quantum 

dots,32,33 as no photobleaching was observed in our imaging experiments for irradiation 

times o f up to 100 min. Although carbon nanotubes currently show fluorescent quantum 

efficiencies lower than those often found for inorganic quantum d o ts ,12,34 35 they carry no 

risk o f heavy metal toxicity.

In summary, we find that macrophage cells can actively ingest significant 

quantities o f single-walled carbon nanotubes without showing toxic effects. The ingested 

nanotubes remain fluorescent and can be imaged through near-infrared fluorescence 

microscopy at wavelengths beyond 1100 nm. Very low levels o f endogenous 

fluorescence in this previously unexploited spectral region aid high contrast imaging.

NIR fluorescence detection and microscopic imaging of single-walled carbon 

nanotubes may provide powerful tools for tracing the interactions of nanotubes within
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cells, tissues, and organisms. When (n,m) species sorted nanotube samples are selected, 

narrowed spectra will become available and their use with tailored excitation and 

detection will further improve optical imaging contrast and sensitivity.

The next chapter in this dissertation will discuss using the intrinsic NIR emissions 

o f SWNTs to determine the pharmacokinetic profile in mammals in the effort to further 

develope this new class NIR fluorescent contrast agents for use in biology and medical 

diagnosis.
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Chapter 4: Pharmacokinetic Studies of SWNTs

A. Introduction

Given the foundational evidence described in the previous chapter for using NIR 

emissions in biological systems, we turned our attention towards more complex systems, 

specifically, an in vivo animal model. In this chapter, we report the use o f the intrinsic 

near-IR emissions o f individual SWNTs to determine the pharmacokinetic profile of 

nanotubes in a mammalian system. We show that by using only the SWNTs’ NIR 

emission properties, the nanotube blood elimination kinetics can be determined as well as 

SWNT biodistributions.

Contrasted to other conventional methods that track carbon nanotubes by linking 

them covalently or noncovalently to external fluorophores or chelated 

radioisotopes, ’ ’ the near-IR fluorescence technique used here provides a simple, 

unambiguous way to monitor chemically pristine SWNTs with sensitivity high enough to 

detect even a single intracellular nanotube. We assert that our method provides 

foundational methodologies for developing the targeted delivery o f noncovalently 

wrapped SWNTs to specific tissues for diagnostic and therapeutic applications (Chapter 

5).

a. Pharmacokinetics o f  SWNTs

Pharmacokinetics is defined as the analytical study of the time course of 

exogenous materials (e.g. drugs, colloids) that have been introduced into the body. It 

should not be confused with pharmacodynamics, which is more concerned with the effect 

o f the drug on the body.38
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Pharmacokinetics deals with the absorption, distribution, metabolism and 

excretion (ADME) of pharmaceutical agents. Briefly, absorption is the process of entry of 

a drug into the bloodstream, whereas distribution is the ability o f a given drug to 

penetrate a tissue or cell. Metabolism is the chemical modification of a drug, and 

excretion describes the route o f exit from the body. Excretion occurs via three primary 

routes: bile (biliary excretion), intestine, and kidney. Both metabolism and excretion are 

highly complex and dynamic processes that occur simultaneously within the body.38

Currently, there are only a handful o f in vivo pharmacokinetic studies with
  "2 £■ -5Q

SWNTs, and their results have been variable. ’ ’ However, all in vivo studies 

involving SWNTs have common limitations that must be addressed prior to assessing 

their ADME profile.

First, since SWNTs are profoundly hydrophobic nanoparticles, they must first be 

prepared as water-soluble or colloidally stable formulations in physiological solvents. In 

order to achieve this compatibility, SWNTs are usually covalently modified or non

covalently wrapped in a biocompatible polymer in the pharmacokinetic studies listed 

above. Second, SWNTs may have attached radiolabels or optical fluorophores to track 

their biological fate. Although this is an effective method, it has several limitations as 

listed in Chapter 2. Third, SWNTs, like all nanoparticles, must overcome specific 

biological barriers in order to achieve clinical goals such as diagnosis and treatment of 

disease. Figure 4.1 shows the typical biological barriers that must be overcome in order 

for SWNTs to distribute to specific cells o f clinical interest.40 There are two methods for 

dealing with these physiological barriers. Either the surface of SWNTs must be 

chemically modified (e.g. with surfactants, PEG, peptides) or SWNTs must be delivered
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by another delivery system to reach the target of interest and then released (i.e. 

liposomes, artificial nanocarriers).

For our studies we have attempted to deliver SWNTs as individuals via surfactant 

coatings and to determine their PK profile using only their NIR fluorescence emissions.

Administration

Recognition by retlcyteendothelat system

opsomMtkm 7*?.®.ue Endothelium

Celt Membrane
Blood flow dynamics interstitial pH

Target tissue .'  Lymphatic flow
and drainage

/ -
Mutton ’ Hydrostatic pressure

; Target cell

Figure 4.1. Barriers and processes for diagnostic and therapeutic delivery of 

nanoparticles, from  reference 40
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B. Materials and Methods

a. Aqueous SWNT preparation.

Since carbon nanotubes are strongly aggregated and highly hydrophobic, they 

required processing to form stable aqueous suspensions suitable for i.v. administration. 

Raw SWNTs grown by the high-pressure carbon monoxide (HiPco) method were 

suspended by intense, direct probe ultrasonic agitation in a 1% aqueous solution of 

pharmaceutical-grade Pluronic F I08.

Pluronic, a nonionic synthetic poloaxamer surfactant, exfoliates bundled SWNTs

that are bound by van der Waals forces. The surfactant physisorbs onto, suspends, and

12stabilizes individual SWNTs. The specific variation o f pluronic, FI 08, which was the 

suspending agent in our prior in vitro study in Chapter 3, was carried on in the in vivo 

studies. This poloaxamer was selected because of its biocompatibility, its extension of 

blood circulation times o f surface modified nanoparticles, as well as its use in suspending 

SWNTs.

After ultrasonication, the resulting Pluronic SWNT suspension was centrifuged 

for 4 h at 100,000 x g  to remove impurities and obtain a supernatant enriched in 

individual SWNTs at a concentration of 10 pg/ml. The pellet o f unsupended SWNTs was 

discarded. Finally, in order to insure sterility, the SWNT suspension was autoclaved at 

121°C for 60 min before intravenous injection into animals.
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b. Ex vivo spectroscopy

The near-IR emission spectrum of each blood serum specimen (with and without 

SWNTs) was measured by using 658-nm diode laser excitation in a model NS1 

NanoSpectralyzer (Applied NanoFluorescence, Houston, TX).

c. In vitro displacement kinetics

A fluorometric cuvette with 1 ml of 3% aqueous BSA was placed in the N S l’s 

sample holder. We then injected 0.5 mL of Pluronic coated SWNTs (~ 10 mg/L) into the 

cuvette and obtained fluorescence spectra every 5 s for a total time period o f 900 s. From 

this sequential spectral acquisition (230 background corrected fluorescence spectra), the 

fluorescence intensity was plotted as a function of time for emissions near the major 

observable spectral peaks at both 1143 and 1285 nm. Each of these plots was then 

analyzed by kinetic modeling.

d. Fluorescence microscopy o f  SWNTs

Near-IR fluorescence microscopy was performed using a custom-built apparatus 

that differed from the one described in chapter 2 only by the addition o f a 785-nm diode 

laser excitation source as well as a cryogenically cooled 2-D 512-element InGaAs 

detector array (Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ, model OMA-V). Studies involving the 

identification of individual SWNTs used 785-nm excitation with a 60x oil-immersion 

objective and a 946-nm long-pass filter in the collection path.

For the biodistributions, 12 distinct organ systems were chosen and tissues were 

section and analyzed. The organs/systems were: brain, heart, lung, liver, kidney, spleen,
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stomach, pancreas, small intestine, muscle, skin, and bone. Bright-field images were 

obtained of these tissue sections by using a 20x objective, and the tissue was surveyed for 

SWNT emission with 658-nm excitation. SWNT emission was identified by the excitation 

polarization dependence of emission intensity as well as the characteristic SWNT spectral 

signature.

Fluorescence imaging of individual nanotubes was performed by scanning the 

sample position while exciting with the 658-nm laser and collecting emission with a 60X 

or 100X oil-immersion objective followed by a 1125 nm long-pass filter in order to 

exclude emission from endogenous tissue fluorophores. Note, that emission spectra were 

generally acquired only in case of an ambiguous emission in the test based on modulation 

of emission intensity through rotation of the excitation beam polarization axis.

e. Fluorescence micro-spectroscopy o f  individual SWNTs

Bulk and individual SWNT spectra from within biological tissue sections were

measured using a NIR spectrograph (Horiba JY, Edison, NJ, model CP 140) and 

cryogenically cooled 512-element InGaAs detector array (Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ, 

model OMA-V), which was connected to the microscope via an optic fiber that channeled 

the spectral emission from the sample to the spectrograph entrance slit.

The laser spot size was focused to 5-10 pm in diameter (10-20 pixels under 60x) and 

excitation lasers at 785 or 658 nm were used with a 946-nm long-pass blocking filter in 

the detection path.

All NIR microscopic spectra were collected by averaging five accumulations of 

10 s each, with spectral background subtraction. A 60xoil- immersion objective was used 

for obtaining spectra.
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f. Rabbit injection and tissue analysis

Prior to initiation of preclinical studies, all animal protocols were reviewed and 

approved by the M. D. Anderson Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Adult 

New Zealand White rabbits (3-4 kg) were sedated with intramuscular injection of 

ketamine (30-50 mg/kg) and acepromazine (1-3 mg/kg). The rabbits were then intubated 

and maintained with isoflurane (1-3%) inhalational anesthesia. The neck of each animal 

was shaved and prepped with betadine surgical scrub. After cutdown, the jugular vein 

was cannulated with a 5 French catheter. The catheter was sutured to the vein, tunneled 

subcutaneous to the posterior neck of the animal, and affixed.

Once the catheter was in place, an initial pretreatment blood sample was drawn. 

Then 7.5 ml of SWNTs in 1% Pluronic F-108 was injected through the catheter over 2 

min. Catheter patency was maintained with heparinized saline (100 units/mL). The 

surgical wounds were reapproximated with suture. The rabbits were then allowed to 

emerge from anesthesia. Blood samples were extracted from the indwelling catheter at the 

following time points: 30 min, 60 min, 90 min, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h, 6 h, 8 h, 12 h, and 24 h.

After collection, all blood samples were stored in heparinized tubes at 4°C for 48 h.

At 24 h after SWNT injection, each rabbit was given 1 ml o f IV Beuthanasia-D. 

During necropsy, the following tissue samples were obtained from representative 

animals: brain, spinal cord, heart, lung, liver, spleen, kidney, pancreas, stomach, small 

intestine, skin, muscle, and bone. All tissue samples were preserved (tissue fixation) in 

10% formalin.

After formalin fixation, sample tissues were embedded in paraffin and cut into 3 

to 5 pm thick sections. Unstained samples were mounted on fused quartz slides for
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evaluation by visible and near-IR fluorescence microscopy. Hematoxylin and eosin- 

stained specimens were mounted on glass slides and evaluated by using visible light 

microscopy.

Control rabbits were treated as described above but were injected with 7.5 ml of 

1% Pluronic F-108 solution without nanotubes. After i.v. injection, the SWNT-exposed 

rabbits recovered uneventfully. They exhibited normal behavior, including food and 

water intake, before being sacrificed at 24 h. Gross examination o f the organs at necropsy 

failed to reveal any abnormality after SWNT injection. Hematoxylin and eosin 

microscopic evaluation detected no pathological differences between the experimental 

and control animals.

C. Results and Discussion

Stable dispersion of the resulting Pluronic SWNT suspension was confirmed by 

its strong near-IR emission, which arises from individual’disaggregated SWNTs. The 

fluorescence of the injectable SWNTs was found to persist in its fluorescence intensity 

over a period 7 days and was also found to be stable in phosphate buffered saline for that 

same time period.

Given the stability of our SWNT suspensions, we initiated our pharmacokinetic 

study, in which four normal New Zealand rabbits were injected with a 7.5-mL bolus of 

the Pluronic SWNT suspension through an implanted jugular vein catheter with a total 

dose o f SWNTs equaling 75 pg. This dosage is calculated to be equivalent to 20 pg per 

kg of total body mass for each rabbit. As stated above, all control animals were instead 

injected with an identical volume of 1% aqueous F I08 Pluronic solution.
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One-milliliter blood specimens were withdrawn from each animal at specific 

times between 0.5 and 24 h post-injection. Blood sera from these specimens were 

analyzed by near-IR fluorescence spectroscopy after being allowed to settle for at least 

48-h. This resulted in the sedimentation o f particulates (blood cells, fragments) and 

leaving a clear serum fraction. The blood serum was separated from the cells by allowing 

for the gravitational sedimentation of the larger particulates in a controlled environment. 

Rabbits were then sacrificed 24 h after SWNT injection, and their organs and tissue 

samples were harvested for histopathology and near-IR fluorescence imaging.

a. SWNTfluorescence stability in vivo

Figure 4.2 is a spectral comparison of three distinct emission traces. The first 

(blue-trace) is that of the Pluronic SWNT suspension prior to injection. The second 

spectral trace is a blood serum sample collected 30 min post-injection (red-trace), and 

third spectrum is one o f a SWNT suspension, that was prepared by directly sonicating in 

rabbit serum alone (black-dashed line).

As can be seen in Figure 4.2, all three spectral traces clearly show the 

characteristic emission signature of disaggregated semiconducting SWNTs, with some 

notable differences. A close inspection o f the spectral features of the circulating Pluronic 

SWNT sample reveals that the spectrum is significantly broadened and red-shifted 

relative to those in the original injected Pluronic SWNT suspension. It is a well known 

property o f SWNT fluorescence that the positions and widths of SWNT fluorescence 

features vary with the nature o f the surrounding medium’s polarizability.41,42
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Figure 4.2. Normalized SWNT fluorescence spectra (using 658 nm excitation) SWNTs 

prepared as suspensions in aqueous Pluronic (thin blue curve), in rabbit serum (dotted 

curve), and in blood serum sampled 30 min after i.v. injection with Pluronic suspended 

SWNTs (thick red curve).

We have attributed the observed spectral changes, which are very similar to shifts 

found for SWNTs within macrophage cells, to the displacement o f the nanotubes’ 

poloxamer coating by serum blood proteins (see Chapter 3). The absence of significant 

spectral differences between the traces in Figure 4.1 for blood-circulating SWNTs and 

SWNTs in rabbit blood serum alone supports this interpretation.

The observed displacement phenomena warranted further study; therefore we 

extended our analysis o f the spectral displacement by performing an additional in vitro 

experiment. Figure 4.3 represents a 3-D plot of a mixing/displacement experiment that 

we conducted at room temperature. In this experiment, we monitored the fluorescence
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intensity decay over time of the SWNT due to the displacement o f the Pluronic surface 

coating by serum proteins by observing time-dependent fluorescence changes in the 

sample.
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Figure 4.3. 3-D mesh fluorescence data collected and produced by the NS1 showing the 

fluorescence intensity of the Pluronic sample after it is injected into a larger volume BSA 

solution. The spectrum is shifted and is reduced in intensity over mixing time.

We quickly injected a 0.5-mL sample of SWNT Pluronic suspension into 1.0 mL 

of rabbit serum in a fluorometric cuvette at room temperature. These experimental
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conditions were chosen in order to simulate the injection of a small volume o f Pluronic 

SWNTs into the larger blood pool o f an organism. Upon the addition o f serum proteins to 

Pluronic suspension o f SWNTs, we observed nearly complete spectral shifts occurring 

within our experimental time resolution of 0.7 s.

As seen in Figure 4.4a, the plot can be adequately fit by a biexponential decay 

plus an asymptotic baseline model in which the two kinetic components are of 

comparable magnitude with half-lives o f that are on average 20 and 310 s. The equation 

that describes this intensity decay is as follows:

/  = A, exp - V
+ A2 exp

- x

. 4 . . 4 .
+ /n

where t is the time after mixing, A; are the amplitudes and I0 is the background intensity.
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Figure 4.4a. Measured fluorescence intensity near 1143 nm (symbols) for a 
sample of Pluronic-suspended SWNTs mixed with rabbit serum, as a function of 
time from mixing. The solid curve shows a best fit to a biexponential kinetic 
model.
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Figure 4.4b. Measured fluorescence intensity near 1285 nm (symbols) for a 

sample of Pluronic-suspended SWNTs mixed with rabbit serum, as a function of 

time from mixing. As in Fig 4.4a, this is best fit to a biexponential kinetic model.

We suggest that these slower processes may reflect structural relaxation o f the 

protein coating on the nanotube surface. We would expect the Pluronic displacement 

process to be accelerated under in vivo conditions because of the turbulent, tortuous 

pulsatile flow of blood through the vasculature as well as the higher ambient 

physiological temperature.

Together, these considerations indicate that the injected nanotubes’ initial 

environment is modified within a period of seconds by the action of blood proteins, 

which either displace or restructure the initial Pluronic coating. These kinetic findings 

surface displacement may also be o f significance in understanding the properties of
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similar block copolymer amphiphiles used as coating agents for i.v. drug delivery of other 

hydrophobic proteins.43

b. SWNT elimination kinetics with NIR fluorescence

To quantify the kinetics of SWNT elimination from blood circulation, we first

measured spectrally integrated SWNT fluorescence intensities from specimens that were

collected at different blood withdrawal time points. Figure 4.5a-d.
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Figure 4.5. SWNT emission spectra from blood serum collected at several time 
points between 0.5 hr and 12 hrs. Each plot is from an individual rabbit (labeled 
A-D) and emission plots are with 660 nm excitation with 0.5 s integration time.
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Figure 4.6 shows a plot o f serum SWNT concentration vs. circulation time, 

averaged over measurements from four rabbits. The maximum on this plot o f the 

concentration scale was calibrated by assigning the initial fluorescence emission to the 

injected mass of SWNTs divided by the estimated blood volume (120 mL).

As illustrated by the solid curve, the data are well modeled by first-order 

(exponential) decay with a half-life of 1.0 ± 0.1 h ( [SWAT] = [SW/V7]0 exp
1.0 A

)•

The absence of biexponential or multiexponential kinetic components indicates that there 

was no significant temporary accumulation o f nanotubes in tissues that could act as 

reversible reservoirs.
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F ig u re  4.6. Time dep en d en ce  of b lo o d  serum  SWNT co n cen tra tio n  p o st-in jec tio n . 
Each data point is the averaged emission intensity spectrally integrated above a 
linear baseline connecting the minima at 1100 and 1250 nm. This baseline 
construction captured the major SWNT fluorescence feature while avoiding 
systematic errors from an underlying background of weak autofluorescence. Error 
bars show standard errors of the mean.
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c. SWNT biodistribution in vivo

We examined the biodistribution o f SWNTs among organ systems after 

elimination from the systemic circulation by performing near-IR fluorescence microscopy 

on tissue specimens. Our analysis of various tissue sections revealed that certain tissue 

types exhibited background endogenous NIR emissions, strong enough to hamper the 

accurate assignment and identification of SWNTs in those tissue sections.

Figure 4.7. Visible (top) and NIR fluorescence (bottom) micrographs 
of small intestine tissue (2Ox objective) from rabbits that were 
sacrificed at 24 h after i.v. injection of suspended SWNTs. A 950 nm 
cutoff filter was used for the NIR fluorescence.
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In order to overcome this challenge o f SWNT identification, we utilized an 1125 

nm cutoff filter, which suppressed more o f the endogenous emissions from the tissue. 

Figure 4.8 demonstrates the broad, hazy background of endogenous emission from the 

small intestine as well as small point-like clusters of NIR emissions. With the 1125 nm 

filter applied one can observe that the bulk o f the background emission is removed, 

which allowed us to identify a few small clusters, some o f which were determined to be 

SWNTs.

Fig. 4.8. NIR fluorescence micrographs o f small intestine tissue (60x 
objective) from rabbits that were sacrificed at 24 h after i.v. injection of 
suspended SWNTs. Top: NIR emission without 1125 nm cutoff filter Bottom: 
NIR emission with 1125 nm cutoff filter
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Figure 4.9. Visible (top) and NIR fluorescence (bottom) micrographs of 

splenic tissue (20x objective) from rabbits that were sacrificed at 24 h after i.v. 

injection of suspended SWNTs. Top: Spleen in visible light. Bottom: Spleen 

in NIR emission. Verified nanotubes circled in red. Some emission due to 

heating o f darker areas of tissue is identified with white arrows.

Further analysis that we conducted of all other tissue specimens, namely the 

kidneys, lungs, spleen, heart, brain, spinal cord, bone, muscle, pancreas, intestine, and 

skin, revealed far fewer or no nanotubes, and the control specimens showed no emissive
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features identifiable as SWNTs. Figure 4.9 shows visible and NIR micrographs from the 

spleen. Very few o f the emission spots actually correspond to nanotubes (circled), which 

were verified through their unique polarization dependence. Most o f the emission seen 

instead is thermal in nature, caused by laser heating o f the darker regions o f tissue that 

can be seen in the visible image (arrows). This background emission could be decreased 

in intensity by reducing the excitation power, although it becomes more difficult to find 

the nanotubes.

Figure 4.10. Micrographs at two magnifications o f liver tissue from rabbits 
sac rificed  24 h afte r i.v. ad m in is tra tio n  o f  suspended  S W N T s. (A and  B) N ea r-IR  
SWNT fluorescence images with field widths o f 390 pm (A) and 83 pm (B). 
Scattered isolated bright pixels are artifacts from defective sensor elements in the 
near-IR camera; all larger features represent emission from SWNTs. In C and D, 
the SWNT fluorescence from A and B is shown overlaid as false-color green 
onto visible bright-field images from adjacent 3-pm-thick specimen slices that 
had been stained with hematoxylin and eosin.
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Figure 4.10 is a composite o f both NIR emission and visible microscopic images. 

We found that there was significant laser-induced heating (due to absorptions from H&E 

stains in the optical micrograph), which obscured observation of SWNT NIR emission 

from the stained slide; therefore we prepared an optical micrograph overlaid with SWNT 

NIR emissions of the liver tissue taken from rabbits sacrificed 24 h after SWNT injection. 

This liver tissue composite micrograph was produced by using a conventional, digitally 

captured bright-field color micrograph of a liver tissue specimen stained with 

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). An adjacent (3 pm thick) unstained slice o f the same 

tissue specimen was then mounted in our near-IR microscope and imaged in bright-field 

mode.

Next, we acquired a series of 125 near-IR fluorescence images, each captured 

with 0.5-s exposure. In this series, the excitation spot was focused to a diameter o f 20 

image pixels and moved to a different region of the field between exposures such that the 

entire field was scanned by the end of the series. The 125 images were digitally processed 

by using WinSpec software (Roper Scientific) to remove pixels with intensities less than 

a threshold of 500 units on a scale in which all identifiable SWNT features exceeded 

1,000 units. This emission image processing served to eliminate signals from thermal 

background and detector noise and allowed the 125 images to be digitally co-added to 

show the locations o f SWNT fluorescence emission throughout the field. The resulting 

SWNT emission image was false-colored as green using Photoshop (Adobe, San Jose, 

CA).
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We prepared the final overlaid composite image by spatially offsetting and 

scaling the visible light image until all of the gross structural features in the tissue 

specimen were precisely aligned in both the visible and near-IR bright-field images. The 

false-colored near-IR fluorescence image representing SWNT emission was then digitally 

overlaid onto the visible bright-field image. Each of these composite images in Figure 4.9 

contains a number o f isolated green pixels that correspond to defective sensor elements in 

the near-IR camera. However, all genuine SWNT features appear several pixels in size.

All green-coded objects were identified as SWNTs through two optical criteria 

The first criterion that we employed involved emission spectra measured from selected 

objects within the microscope field. SWNT emission was recognized either from single 

sharp near-IR peaks at wavelengths characteristic o f individual nanotube structures, or 

from superpositions o f such peaks when the emitting object contained multiple 

nanotubes).30’44 The second criterion was based on the strong polarization of optical 

transitions along the nanotube axis. If  an object is a single SWNT, then rotating the 

polarization axis of the excitation beam causes characteristic modulation of its emission 

intensity.44 Polarization and/or spectral analysis confirmed that all o f the green-coded 

emission shown in Figure 4.10 arose from SWNTs.

Figure 4.10a reveals numerous regions in the liver specimen with significant 

SWNT concentrations. The more magnified image of Figure 4.10b shows one or two 

g reen  c lu ste rs  in  ad d itio n  to  30 d iffrac tio n -lim ited  g reen  spots. E ach  o f  th ese  spo ts  is 

emission from a single semiconducting SWNT. The results of the liver specimens are in 

marked contrast with all the other tissue types that we have examined. Although a few 

nanotubes were found in the spleen and small intestine, the overwhelming majority of
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SWNT emission was found in the liver. Therefore, we conclude that, at 24 h after i.v. 

injection, the only significant SWNT concentration is in the liver.

d. SWNT toxicity

During the 24 hr period between exposure and death, the experimental animals 

displayed normal behavior and no evidence of adverse effects from i.v. SWNT 

administration at the 20 pg/kg dosage used here. In addition, pathological examination 

during necropsy revealed no gross organ abnormalities, and histological evaluation of 

tissue sections found no pathological differences between the experimental and control 

animals. Therefore, we deduce an absence of acute toxicity for the i.v. SWNT dosage 

used here.

D. Conclusions

Our results may be compared with those from a recent study by Singh et al37 of 

chemically functionalized carbon nanotubes that were covalently linked to a chelated 

radioactive tracer (lu In). Unlike the findings described here for pristine nanotubes, it was 

reported that i.v. administration of the functionalized SWNTs in mice led to efficient 

uptake and clearance by the kidneys, with much less accumulation in the liver and other 

organs. The prior study deduced blood elimination kinetics from concentrations measured 

at just three time points. Those data were not consistent with first-order decay, and one 

time point was apparently discounted to obtain a half-life estimate o f 3 h from the other 

two. We are confident that our fluorescence-based method provides significantly more 

reliable elimination kinetics. When improved data become available for derivatized 

nanotubes, it should be possible to assess the influence o f chemical functionalization on 

SWNT pharmacokinetics. We note that intrinsic near-IR fluorescence allows
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unambiguous observation o f unmodified nanotubes. By contrast, methods that use linked 

fluorophores or radioactive labels require covalent derivatization and rely on in vivo 

stability of the linking structure for valid tracking.

In view of the spectroscopic evidence that the nanotubes’ initial Pluronic coating 

was very quickly displaced during circulation, we consider that the measured 1.0 ± 0.1 h 

half-life for pristine SWNT elimination depends on serum proteins that adhere to the 

nanotube surface. The pharmacokinetics results reveal the fate o f SWNTs surrounded by 

the anionic endogenous proteins found in blood rather than the initial poloxamer 

surfactant coating that we injected into the vasculature.

Additionally, the observed 1 -h half-life represents many circulation periods and 

may be sufficient to allow nanotubes that are linked to targeting moieties such as 

antibodies or peptides to localize in tissues o f interest. Moreover, circulation time can 

probably be significantly extended by PEGylation [poly(ethylene glycol) wrapping] of 

the nanotube surfaces.45 In principle, this may be achieved either by covalent sidewall 

derivatization or by surrounding the nanotubes with a stable sheath o f noncovalently 

bound PEG-like molecules that will resist displacement by proteins which we have 

achieved and will presented in the next chapter.

Although it is often disregarded, the aggregation state of nanotubes is another 

potentially important factor in pharmacokinetics. The earlier in vivo report, as well as 

many in vitro studies, used samples that were aggregated into bundles containing at least

T 7 A f t  A Htens o f individual SWNTs. ’ ’ By contrast, the results reported here reveal the behavior 

of nanotubes that remain disaggregated in vivo, as shown by their retention of near-IR 

fluorescence.
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Our findings are therefore relevant to the many envisioned biomedical 

applications that exploit properties o f individualized SWNTs. The absence o f acute 

toxicity (at a low dose level) and reasonably long blood circulation time found here 

suggest that SWNT may well prove useful in medicine. We believe that their intrinsic 

near-IR fluorescence provides a powerful tool to speed development o f such applications.
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C hap ter 5: P E G -egg SW N T s

A. Introduction

Noncovalent steric stabilization using copolymers such as poloxamers provides an 

attractive route for delivering SWNTs in vivo. However, as we have seen in the previous 

chapters, poloxamer-encapsulated SWNTs exhibit rapid displacement or modification of 

the polymeric micelle coating by endogenous proteins found in blood sera. This 

displacement and exchange is attributed to intravenous dilution o f the poloxamer after 

introduction in vivo, as well as the relatively weak noncovalent attraction between the 

diblock copolymers and the nanotube sidewall.

Therefore, in order to obtain a stable and biocompatible SWNT wrapper, 

noncovalently encapsulated SWNTs were prepared within a shell-crosslinkable, 

PEGylated micelle. This structure, which we term the “PEG-egg” is illustrated 

schematically in Figure 5.1. The crosslinked polymeric shell is intended to provide 

protection against displacement while maintaining the electronic character o f the SWNT 

should be resistant to protein displacement. It should also provide the biocompatibility 

and “stealthiness” o f PEG.20’48’49
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Figure 5.1. Schematic illustration of the encapsulation o f a individual SWNT 

inside a polyethelene glycol(PEG) egg. Blue represents the PEG segment, 

pink is the polyacrylic acid(PAA), and gray is polystyrene (PS).

B. Materials and Methods

Preparation o f  PEG-PAA-PS

All synthetic chemistry details fo r  this chapter are includedfor completeness in

Appendix A.
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a. Near-infrared fluorescence spectra and imaging

NIR fluorescence spectra were measured by using 685-nm diode laser excitation 

with a model NS-1 NanoSpectralyzer (Applied NanoFluorescence, Houston, TX). NIR 

fluorescence microscopy was performed using the customized fluorescence microscope 

described in the previous chapter.

C. Results and Discussion

a. The case fo r  the PEG-egg

The method we employed to form PEG-eggs amounts to “covalent capture,” 

wherein a supramolecular structure that has self-assembled around the SWNT is 

stabilized by the formation of covalent bonds between the micelle monomers.50,51 Since 

our triblock copolymer system contains a PEG terminus, this confers certain 

biocompatibility advantages to the micelle.

First, steric stabilization o f the hydrophobic SWNT in the inner core o f the 

micelle protects the SWNT from falling into a van der Waals potential well from 

neighboring nanotubes. This has the benefit of both inhibiting flocculation of SWNTs 

from their suspended state as well as preserving the electronic character o f the SWNT.

An additional benefit of the PEG in our formulation is the avoidance o f inter

micelle crosslinking by the steric hindrance imposed by the entropic PEG chains. In the 

absence o f PEG, reactions for crosslinking would result in the formation o f a matrix of 

interlinked micellized SWNTs instead of individualized PEG-egg SWNTs.51

The final and most biologically relevant reason for the PEG, is its well known 

biocompatibility, and capability o f enhancing circulation time in v ivo}9 Our previous
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chapter demonstrated that the poloxamer coating is displaced with such rapidity that the 

PEG component o f the Pluronic could not serve its intended purpose, i.e. the increased 

circulation time which is seen by most other PEGylated nanoparticles.

Therefore, after noncovalently suspending SWNTs in water using our amphiphilic 

polymeric surfactant (PEG-PAA-PS or PEG-PB), we added a crosslinker or radical 

initiator to permanently entrap the SWNTs in the hydrophobic core of the micelle without 

chemical functionalization of the sidewalls.

c. PEG-egg SWNT NIR emissions

The retention of NIR fluorescence, shown in Figure 5.2, confirms that the 

encapsulated SWNTs retain a relatively pristine electronic structure, in contrast to non- 

fluorescent covalently functionalized SWNTs. 41,52 Since we observed that the SWNTs 

encapsulated in PEG-PAA-PS PEG-eggs fluoresced much more intensely than those in 

PB-PEG-eggs, this chapter will be mainly concerned with the former. (Details about 

PEG-PB are presented in Appendix A.)

Fluorescence emissions observed from samples o f SWNT PEG-PAA-PS PEG- 

eggs were weaker than from Pluronic SWNT suspensions, probably because the 

nanotubes in these preparations were less well debundled prior to encapsulation. 

Nevertheless, it was possible to observe single SWNT PEG-eggs in fluorescence as 

shown in Figure 5.2(inset). The inset is an NIR micrograph o f individual SWNT PEG- 

eggs on glass slides obtained using the NIR fluorescence microscope described in the 

previous chapters. The spectrum in the main frame of Figure 5.2 is dominated by 

emission from two SWNT PEG-eggs in a small cluster on the glass slide.
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Figure 5.2. Micrograph at 60x magnification of PEG egg SWNTs (inset). Spectrum

corresponds to an individual spot within the micrograph. The main peaks are from two 

nanotubes that are near each other but disaggregated.

This suggests that, if  cells take them up, SWNT PEG-eggs should be suitable 

fluorophores for microscopic cellular imaging. An additional observation that we made 

was that the SWNT emission features shifted to longer wavelengths by approximately 7 

nm when the PEG-PAA-PS coating was crosslinked to form a PEG-egg. This shift 

probably reflects a change in the nanotubes’ local dielectric environment around the 

SWNT.53’54

Fluorescence Microspectrum of PEG Egg SWNTs

PEG-egg SWNT Emission
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d. Stability o f  SWNT PEG-eggs

The PEG-egg surrounding a SWNT should act as a micelle whose stability does 

not depend on the presence of amphiphiles in the surrounding solution. Additionally, the 

PEG-egg should resist protein displacement in biological environments, and may provide 

some shielding of the encapsulated SWNT from external chemical agents. We observed 

that aqueous dilution (1:2) of SWNT suspensions in PEG-PAA-PS caused flocculation 

after several days in an uncrosslinked sample while a crosslinked (PEG-egg) sample 

remained fully suspended. As shown in frames A and B o f Fig. 5.3, a SWNT PEG-egg 

suspension could be lyophilized to dryness and then readily re-suspended by mild 

shaking. Frames C and D of Fig. 5.3 show that addition o f THF to an aqueous suspension 

caused immediate flocculation o f an uncrosslinked sample, but not of a crosslinked 

SWNT PEG-egg sample. These results indicate that SWNT PEG-egg suspensions are 

highly stabilized against changes in the surrounding solvent.

A  B C D

Figure 5.3. Image of dried PEG-egg SWNTs (A), resuspension of dried 

nanotubes with mild shaking (B), crosslinked PEG egg SWNTs after addition o f 

THF (C), and uncrosslinked PEG egg SWNTs after addition o f THF (D).
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To test the resistance o f SWNT PEG-eggs to coating displacement by proteins we 

measured the NIR emission spectrum of a sample before and after adding a common 

blood protein, bovine serum albumin (BSA). As shown in Figure 5.4, the two spectra are 

virtually identical in shape, with no measurable peak red-shifts that would signal coating 

displacement or disruption by BSA. We also found that the PEG-egg NIR emission 

spectrum remained stable and unshifted after exposure to BSA for more than one week, 

whereas a small red- shift was observed for the uncrosslinked PEG-PAA-PS SWNT 

suspension during the same period. Crosslinked PEG-eggs therefore exhibit greater 

resistance to displacement by proteins.
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Figure 5.4. Normalized NIR emission spectra o f SWNT PEG-eggs excited at 658 nm. 

The solid line shows spectral data measured before addition o f BSA to the sample; 

open circles show data measured from the same sample after BSA addition.
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The final benefit of the PEG-egg should be to make the enclosed SWNT less 

accessible to chemical reactants. To assess the redox reactivity of SWNT PEG-eggs,55 we 

rapidly injected 20 pL of 1 pM Fe(III) solution into 1 mL of SWNT suspension and 

measured NIR emission spectra at one-second intervals. (Oxidation o f SWNTs is known 

to quench the NIR emission.55 Figure 5.5 compares kinetic data (<collected by Juan 

Duque) (at the (7,6) emission peak) for SWNT samples suspended in uncrosslinked PEG- 

PAA-PS and (crosslinked) PEG-eggs. The apparent rate constant for oxidation o f the 

PEG-egg sample is lower than that of a non-crosslinked sample by a factor o f 1.8.

We attribute this slower oxidation to reduced permeability of the crosslinked 

micelle core. We also note that the emission intensities do not approach zero on the time 

scale o f our measurements. Instead, the normalized asymptotic levels are 0.18 in the 

crosslinked sample and 0.09 without crosslinking. These components represent slowly 

oxidized portions o f the samples and likely reflect inhomogeneity o f the SWNT surface 

coating. The higher asymptote o f the PEG-egg sample may indicate a larger fraction of 

fully encapsulated SWNTs with that coating.
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Fig. 5.5. Quenching kinetics of NIR fluorescence from (7,6) SWNTs after 

addition o f Fe3+ ions. Solid circles show data for SWNTs suspended in non

crosslinked PEGPAA-PS; open triangles show data for SWNTs in crosslinked 

PEG-PAA-PS (PEGeggs). Solid curves are single-exponential fits to the data.

e. Atomic Force Microscopy imaging

The samples were also characterized by atomic force microscopy (measured by 

Christine Moran). AFM images showed elongated structures in samples containing 

SWNTs suspended in PEG-PAA-PS, but not in control samples containing only PEG

PAA-PS. As can be seen from Figure 5.6, measured heights clearly vary along the axis of 

individual PEG-egg nanotubes, suggesting that the coating has a globular structure. 

Analysis o f the AFM images showed that the average length o f nanotubes in the SWNT 

PEG-egg sample was 120 nm. AFM also indicated that approximately 50% of the
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nanotube objects were bundles, with an average height of 12 nm, whereas the individual 

SWNTs averaged 4 nm high.

0  ; . 0 0  j jm 0
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Figure 5.6. AFM images of SWNT PEG-eggs after purification by dialysis.

Left frame: height mode; Right frame: amplitude mode.

D. Conclusions

In summary, we have noncovalently encapsulated single-walled nanotubes inside 

crosslink-stabilized PEG shells. These “SWNT PEG-eggs” show the high aqueous 

dispersability and resistance to displacement typically attained by covalent sidewall 

derivatization, yet they retain their intrinsic NIR fluorescence because the nanotube n- 

electron system remains intact. In vitro assays show minimal cytotoxicity. We believe 

that SWNT PEG- eggs will prove important in biomedicine as a platform for developing 

novel diagnostic and therapeutic nanomaterials.
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Chapter 6: RNA Interference using SWNTs

A. Introduction

In the previous sections, we discussed the results of our studies with 

biocompatible nanotubes demonstrating that they can be tracked both in vitro (Chapter 3) 

and in vivo (Chapter 4) by using NIR fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy. Those 

chapters presented foundational evidence that nanotubes can be sensitively detected in a 

complex biological background by using their intrinsic near infrared fluorescence as a 

new class o f fluorophore. However, carbon nanotubes are not only intrinsic NIR 

fluorophores, but can also be used as therapeutic agents. Specifically, in cancer therapy, 

SWNTs have significant potential roles in delivering pharmacologic agents, DNA,

c/r ^
siRNA, oligonucleotides, and proteins to detect or treat cancer cells. ,

In this chapter, we will present results on using SWNTs to transport siRNA 

molecules into cells, which then initiate RNA interference (RNAi) resulting in the 

activation o f mRNA silencing mechanisms within cancer cells.

a. Cancer -  The Scourge o f  Humanity

Hippocrates (460-370 BC), the father o f medicine, first coined the term cancer for 

the Greek word for “crab”(carcmo.v). He was referring to his observation that most 

tumors were masses that had crab like projections. Our understanding of cancer has 

expanded beyond the gross physical analysis to deeper, molecular understanding of the 

abnormality that manifests as an increased proliferation (growth rate and number) of 

cells.
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When the war on cancer was launched by the Nixon administration in 1971, 

cancer was a death sentence. Today, the statistics o f our battle with cancer are not 

significantly better. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show that there are slight reductions in cancer 

incidence and death. Flowever, it still ranks as the second leading cause o f death in the 

US (N C I).57
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Figure 6.1. Percent occurrence of cancer incidence and death from all types of 

cancer between 1975 to 2003. Labels reflect the starting and ending percent 

occurrence for both incidence and death at the ends o f this time period.
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Figure 6.2. Leading causes of death in the US (2004). Cancer is the second 

leading cause o f death in the US (23.1 %), whereas heart disease is the number 

one killer (27.2%).

These figures indicate that our efforts in the treatment o f cancers are not making 

the positive clinical impact on patient care that was hoped for when we declared war on 

cancer nearly 40 years ago. This lack o f significant therapeutic progress has prompted 

researchers to explore novel therapeutic technologies, and one o f which has been the 

discovery and development of RNAi as a new technique for the targeted treatment of 

malignant tumors.

b. RNAi and siRNA —

In 2006, the Nobel Prize in Medicine was awarded to Andrew Fire and Craig C. 

Mello for their revolutionary discovery of RNA interference (RNAi).58 RNAi is an RNA- 

dependent gene-silencing pathway mediated by the RNA-Induced Silencing Complex 

(RISC). RNAi is a form of posttranscriptional gene silencing in which short (21-22 

nucleotides) double-stranded RNA called siRNA molecules initiate a sequence-specific 

inactivation of a complementary mRNA strand.
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Figure 6.3 shows that siRNA molecules activate the RISC complex in the cytosol 

of cells where they interact with protein components of the RISC known as the 

argonautes. These siRNA molecules can either be introduced into the intracellular 

compartment or may be formed by dicer protein, which shorten ds-RNA complexes into 

short fragments.

The argonautes o f the RISC are catalytically active endonucleases which upon 

binding to the siRNA activate mRNA strands that are cognate to the bound siRNA 

fragment and subsequently base pair to their target mRNA. This binding event results in 

cleavage o f the mRNA and prevents it from being used as a translational template.
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Fig. 6.3 Illustration of the RNAi pathway where a double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) is 

processed to a short interfering RNA (siRNA) strand which in turn induces the 

formation of RISC and assembles with RISC into a silencing complex that specifically 

inhibits expression of a target gene by cleaving the genomic region’s corresponding 

mRNA.

The promising therapeutic power o f RNAi is in its specificity (reference 

genesdev.org). The capability of down-regulating the expression o f the gene from which 

the siRNA molecule is derived without measurable effects on unrelated gene sequences is 

not possible with conventional gene therapy (i.e. off target effects).

c. In vivo delivery o f  siRNA

A  challeneging aspect for siRNA as a therapeutic agent is the fact that strands of 

siRNA must be appropriately packaged, targeted specifically to cancer cells, and then 

delivered into the intracellular compartment in order be therapeutically activated by the 

RNAi pathway.

To address this challenge, several vectors have been employed and explored over 

the years. Table 6.1 is a selection o f the some o f these agents that have been explored to 

date. The vectors listed below are standard delivery agents that researchers have used for 

the last decade and are now used for siRNA.
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Vector Size Advantages Disadvantages

Viral(Retro virus

Lentivirus

Adenovirus)

20-250 nm High efficiency 

Stable gene transfer 

Gene passed on to 

daughter cells 

Liver applications

Integration into genome 

No primary cell lines (in 

culture)

Topical 

Hepatoxicity 

Transient effect 

Immunogenic

Naked siRNA ~ 20 nm (extended) Fewest

experimental steps 

required

Requires large amount o f 

siRNA (expensive)

Liposomes Average 500 nm IP injectable 

Distributes to 

numerous organs

No specificity

As Table 6.1 shows, all these vectors have advantages and disadvantages 

associated with their mode of delivery. In addition, most o f these vectors function 

efficiently under in vitro conditions but typically perform inadequately in vivo. Therefore, 

new artificial nanoscale materials are currently being explored to provide a more 

effective carrier o f siRNA that will bypass biological barriers, specifically target cancer 

cells alone, and be incorporated into cells.
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d. SWNTs as nanoscale vectors fo r  siRNA delivery

Numerous researchers in the last several years have demonstrated the capability 

of intracellular delivery o f chemotherapeutic agents by individual SWNTs. These groups 

have expanded on the SWNT cell penetration capability that we demonstrated in Chapter 

2, and developed SWNTs as a non-viral vector for the activation o f RNAi.

Specifically, Dai et al. have published several reports that indicate the capability 

of SWNTs to carry siRNA.59 Dai’s approach typically employs noncovalent 

phospholipid-PEG wrappers that are covalently functionalized with disulfide linkers to 

which siRNA molecules were attached. They found that their SWNT-siRNA conjugates 

would enter cells and the siRNA would be released as the intracellular environment 

cleaves disulfide bonds. Other groups extended Dai’s pioneering work with different 

formulations of SWNT-siRNA conjugates, and this possibility also interested Professors 

Garth Powis and Geoff Bartholomeuz at MD Anderson who were exploring the use of 

new approaches to deliver siRNA into cells and contacted our group to help develop a 

SWNT-based methods.

e. RNAi with siRNA coated SWNTs

In this collaborative project, we investigated an alternative to the approach 

pioneered by Dai and others. We instead experimented with SWNTs that were directly 

dispersed in siRNA alone. The siRNA coating could then serve 3 major functions -  

disaggregating the SWNT bundles, suspension to prevent van der Waals driven 

flocculation, and finally transport siRNA into cells.
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B. Materials and Methods

a. siRNA SWNT suspension

Commercially available siRNA in buffer was obtained (Dharmacon, Inc). We 

weighed ~ 0.2 mg o f pre-sterilized raw HiPco SWNTs using a calibrated microbalance. 

We then added 0.5 mLs of siRNA buffer solution to a sterile 1.0 mL Eppendorf tube. The 

mixture was then tip-sonicated at 3 W for 5 s pulses a total 3 cycles (Misonix Inc., 

Microson XL 2000, 22 KHz). The resulting suspension of siRNA-SWNTs was then 

centrifuged at lOOOxg for 2 min. The debundled siRNA-SWNT supernatant was 

withdrawn with Pasteur pipettes and the SWNT pellet was discarded.

b. NIRF spectroscopy and microscopy

All NIR spectra were acquired using an NS1 NanoSpectralyzer (Applied 

NanoFluorescence LLC) at 500 ms integration time and 10 averages. Excitation 

wavelength was 660 nm or 785 nm.

NIRF microscopy was performed using the same system as described in Chapter 

3. However, for observation, all cells were grown on glass cover slips and mounted on a 

Peltier heated slide. Cells were washed using either diazonium salts or acid to quench any 

nanotube emission from the surrounding media or adhering to cells surface.

c. Cell cultures with siRNA SWNTs

The Powis group cultured all cells using standard protocols for MiaPaCa 

(pancreatic cancer cells); and those experimental details are not presented here. However, 

all cell cultures were incubated 18 hrs (overnight) with siRNA-SWNTs and cell viability 

determined by MTT.
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C. Results and Discussion

Figure 6.4 is the scheme of our siRNA-SWNT methodology for in vitro and in 

vivo delivery.
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Figure 6.4. Schematic diagram of method for siRNA-SWNT formulation and experimental design 

for both in vitro and in vivo testing.

Figure 6.5 shows NIR emission spectra o f SWNTs that have been debundled and 

stably dispersed in siRNA. In this figure, we suspended in a siRNA buffer solution 

containing either siSCR or siHIF, which are two different forms of siRNA that are 

commonly used in transfection experiments.
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Figure 6.5. Fluorescence emission spectra of SWNTs suspended in siSCR (scramble, top frame) 

and siHIF (hypoxia-inducible factor, bottom frame)

b. NIR fluorescence cellular microscopy o f  siRNA SWNTs 

We incubated siRNA-SWNT suspensions with MiaPaCa cells overnight to

determine if there was cellular uptake of individual siRNA-coated SWNTs. The image in

Figure 6.6 was captured under excitation with a laser source at 660 nm while observing

the NIR emissions from cells through a 1100 cutoff filter after the addition of a

quenching agent (1 M HC1 acids).
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There are two primary effects from the addition of acids to SWNT suspensions in 

cell culture. First, acids have been shown to significantly quench emissions from aqueous 

SWNT suspensions60. Second, the acid washing of cells serves to remove SWNTs that 

are bound to the external cell membrane. Therefore, by the introduction of acids into our 

cell cultures, we were able to confirm the shielded intracellular location o f emissive 

SWNTs.

Figure 6.6. NIR fluorescence photomicrograph of siRNA-coated SWNTs within 

MiaPaCa cells that have internalized individual nanotubes. Excitation was at 660 

nm; a 60x objective was used.

c. RNAi activation with siTOXSWNTs

Given the intracellular localization o f SWNTs, we then measured the biological 

viability and activity o f the siRNA that had been carried into the cells by SWNTs. We 

first coated SWNTs with siTOX. siTOX is a ds-siRNA that results in the production of
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interferon which in turn induces the production of a nonspecific cell death response 

(apoptosis).

Figure 6.7 clearly indicates that the cell viability has been compromised by the 

internalization of siTOX SWNTs by the cells, whereas our controls (siTOX alone, 

SWNTs alone, or buffer alone) have very little effect on cell viability. Therefore, this 

result indicates that the siRNA molecules are carried into cells by SWNTs and, more 

importantly, retain their biological function by activating RNAi.

Cell Viability with siTOX SWNTs
120 ----------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 6.7. Cell viability for cells exposed to various controls and the siTOX-SWNT 

therapy. siRNA associated with SWNTs allow activation of the RNAi pathway.
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d. RNAi activation with PLK-1 SWNTs

The encouraging results o f the previous section with siTOX SWNTs indicated 

that nonspecific RNAi activation occurs with siTOX SWNTs. However, we decided to 

address the question as to whether or not we could target specific mRNA sequences that 

are important in cancer cells. Therefore, we chose polo-like kinase-1 (PLK-1) siRNA, 

which targets an mRNA gene product that is responsible for cell viability.

Cell Viability with PLK-1 SWNTs
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Figure 6.8. Percent cell viability for cells exposed to polo-like kinase-1 SWNTs. SWNT 

concentrations were constant at ~ 20 mg/L for all siRNA concentrations.
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Figure 6.8 shows that a very small concentration o f siRNA is sufficient to activate 

RNAi. As seen in this figure, treatment with only 0.0275 uM of siRNA resulted in nearly 

80% loss of cell viability. Additionally, Figure 6.8 shows that as we increased the siRNA 

concentration by a factor of 180x greater cell viability declined only 10%. This indicates 

that a very small concentration of siRNA and SWNTs can achieve RNAi.

These preliminary findings are very promising and further studies are ongoing 

using siRNA formulations. We are currently exploring siRNA-coated nanotubes that 

target specific proteins overexpressed only in cancer cells as well the development of an 

in vivo delivery method for releasing SWNTs at specific regions. Preliminary evidence 

has also been seen for SWNT-assisted transfection of hard to transfect cells (e.g. 

lymphoma, myeloma). These encouraging findings suggest the capability of SWNTs to 

carry siRNA into cells and may lead to improved therapeutics for cancer patients.
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Chapter 7: Non-Contact Radio Frequency Ablation using 

SWNTs

A. Introduction

In June of 2005, Drs. Steven Curley and Michael Keating at the MD Anderson 

Cancer Center approached Prof. Rick Smalley at Rice University about novel 

applications o f carbon nanotubes as therapeutic agents against cancer. Curley is a well 

known pioneer in radiofrequency ablation (RFA) therapy for cancer and was interested in 

developing advanced treatments for his patients and overcoming limitations associated 

with RF ablation. Given Smalley’s expertise in carbon nanotubes, Curley discussed the 

idea of using nanoparticles in RF fields. Curley had been working on a developmental 

project with John Kanzius, who was an inventor and engineer for radiofrequency system. 

Curley, Kanzius, Smalley and I discussed the possibility of using SWNTs to heat cancer 

cells noninvasively with radio waves. When Smalley and I first discussed this suggestion, 

we could not see a physical basis for SWNTs to produce any noticeable heating effects at 

these frequencies.

Microwave studies (~GHz) of SWNTs shown heating o f nanotubes61, however, 

there was no physical resonance or basis that could be easily understood for SWNT 

heating at lower frequencies (-10 MHz). Nevertheless to explore the possibility we 

provided Curley with a simple suspension of phenyl sulfonated SWNTs (see Chapter 2). 

Curley tested the material on the Kanzius system, and all o f us were stunned by the result.

It was found that with a less than one part per 100,000 of nanotubes in water, 

SWNTs the solution boiled in less than 30 seconds under radio waves, whereas a control 

solution o f water alone under the same field conditions only rose by approximately 10
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°C.

Although there were several experimental details that needed to be modified after 

that initial discovery, Smalley and I moved forward with Curley and Kanzius to develop 

the application of RF heating of carbon nanotubes to cancer therapy. Unfortunately, Prof. 

Smalley had succumbed to his own battle with leukemia, and was unable to see all o f the 

research that is contained in this chapter. Flowever in October 2005, he helped design 

many o f the experiments described below, as well as additional ones that are currently 

being pursued.

a. Standard radio frequency ablation

RFA therapy is currently an invasive treatment that is implemented by inserting 

needle electrodes directly into the tumor(s) to be treated and applying RF current is 

applied through the wire into the tumor, resulting in local necrosis (cell death). The basis 

for the observed heating phenomena is understood by the rotational response o f the 

charged ions and proteins in the tissue under the RF field. This rapid molecular rotation 

results in local frictional heating o f the aqueous environment o f the tumor and death of

ftOtumor cells.

However, although RFA has demonstrated efficacy in cancer therapy, there are 

several limitations o f this approach. First, clinical studies have shown incomplete tumor 

destruction in 5-40% of the treated lesions, allowing significant probability of cancer 

metastasis. Another limitation of RFA is that the treatment is not targeted (i.e. 

nonspecific). Placement and insertion of the needle electrode is usually guided by an 

imaging system with poor spatial resolution (e.g. ultrasonic ~ mm) and therefore this 

method is dependent on the experience o f the physician that implements RFA. This
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results in significant complications for approximately nearly 10% of patients undergoing 

RFA treatment simply due to thermally induced necrosis of healthy noncancerous tissues. 

The final and most limiting factor with respect to wire based RFA is that it is a clinical 

treatment that is indicated for just a few select organ sites and specific tumor types (e.g.

zr-3
liver, kidney, breast, lung).

On the other hand, tissue penetration by RF energy fields is known to be 

excellent.59 Thus, non-invasive RF treatment of malignant tumors at any site in the body 

should be possible if agents could preferentially respond to RF energy and the resulting 

heat can be delivered to the malignant cells.

Given the initial findings o f SWNT heating with RF fields, we hypothesized that 

exposure to a focused external RF field may lead to significant heat release by the 

SWNTs allowing them to serve directly as an anti-cancer therapeutic agent. For our 

study, we have used SWNTs non-covalently functionalized with Kentera™, a non-ionic 

biocompatible polymer based on poly (phenylene ethynylene) (PPE).64 The phenyl 

groups o f the PPE are linked to form a rigid conjugated polymer that noncovalently 

functionalizes SWNTs through n-n stacking, without significant perturbation of the 

electronic character o f the nanotube.64

We have chosen to study RF-induced heating o f SWNTs in two human 

hepatocellular and one pancreatic cancer cell line in vitro. These cell lines were chosen 

for this initial study for two reasons. First, the liver is a common site for treatment with 

invasive radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and second, these types of cancer are particularly 

aggressive and resistant to standard chemotherapy.65,66 Thus, these types o f cancer may 

be ideal for external RF therapy combined with targeted-delivery of SWNTs. Therefore,
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in this final chapter, we report that exposure of intracellular SWNTs in vitro or SWNTs 

within tumors in vivo to a non-invasive RF field results in ablation of malignant cells.

C. Materials and Methods

a. Water solubilized SWNTs and SWNT characterization

CoMoCAT SWNTs in aqueous Kentera (Zyvex Corp, Richardson, Texas, USA) 

were obtained at a concentration of 500 mg/L of SWNTs with an equal concentration of 

Kentera polymer. All Kentera™ SWNT solutions were sterilized by a 20-minute 

exposure to UV irradiation prior to any studies.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed on a 20 pL drop o f Kentera 

SWNTs, which was spun cast onto mica. Additionally, we performed Raman 

spectroscopy and elemental analysis o f Kentera™ SWNTs with inductively coupled 

plasma mass spectroscopy.

b. External radiofrequency fie ld  generator/coupling system

A wireless RF ablation system (ThermMed LLC, Erie, Pennsylvania, USA) was

designed and constructed to specifications for use in our experiments. The system 

consists of a 13.56 MHz RF generator with an output power range between 0-2 kW. The 

generator was directly connected via matching circuitry to a transmitting (Tx) antenna, 

which in turn was capacitively coupled to a resonant receiving (Rx) antenna. The Tx and 

Rx antennas were mounted on a swivel bracket allowing the RF field to be transmitted in 

either a horizontal or vertical direction and the distance between the RF heads was 

adjustable.

The RF field between the antennae was measured at 10 W of RF generator power 

in a electromagnetically shielded room using an isotropic field monitor and probe
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(models FM2004 and FP2000, respectively, Amplifier Research Inc., Souderton, 

Pennsylvania, USA) with a Hewlett-Packard Spectrum Analyzer (model 8566B, Agilent, 

Santa Clara, California, USA). The measured low power field strengths were used to 

extrapolate to the higher power fields used in our studies. During all RF experiments, 

matching circuitry was tuned to minimize reflected RF generator power.

c. RF heating and thermal imaging o f  Kentera SWNTs

Concentrations o f Kentera SWNTs were serially diluted in deionized water and 

pipetted into a 1.5 mL circular quartz cuvette (height 15 mm, diameter 10 mm). The 

cylindrical cuvette was positioned on a Teflon platform located at mid-plane between the 

RF antennae, and radially positioned 3 inches from the central axis. The Tx and Rx heads 

were separated by a 7.5 cm air gap.

Each Kentera SWNT concentration was heated at several powers for a period o f 2 

min or to a temperature of 70 °C, whichever was first achieved. All temperatures were 

monitored using a thermoelectrically cooled InSb focal plane array infrared (IR) camera 

(Amber Engineering, Goleta, California, USA). IR data were digitally captured at 30 fps 

using iMovie™ software (Apple, Cupertino, California, USA) and all temperature 

measurements were repeated in triplicate.

d. Kentera SWNT incubation with cell cultures

Two hepatocellular carcinoma cells line (HepG2 and Hep3B) and one pancreatic 

adenocarcinoma cell line (Panc-1) were obtained from ATCC (American Type Culture 

Collection, Bethesda, Maryland, USA) and cultured in DMEM media with 10% fetal calf 

serum plus 0.5 mg/L penicillin/streptomycin at 37° C under standard atmospheric 

conditions.
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All three human cancer cell lines were grown to near confluence in either 96 well 

plates or 60 mm glass dishes. When confluence was achieved, media was aspirated from 

the cells and replaced with media containing [1 mL] Kentera SWNTs or fresh (no 

SWNTs) media alone. Cell lines with Kentera SWNTs were then incubated for 24 hours 

at standard culture conditions. After 24 hours, the SWNT in media was aspirated and all 

cells were washed 3 times with IX PBS to remove any SWNTs in solution or adherent to 

the surface o f cells.

e. Cytoxicity assays - M TTandPI-FACS

All SWNT associated cell cultures that were either treated with RF or without RF, 

were assayed using both MTT and PI-FACS (described below, no RF results in Appendix 

B). Fifty pL of MTT ([3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide]) 

(Sigma-Aldrich Corp, St. Louis, Missouri) was added to each of the 96 wells that were 

exposed to SWNTs and/or exposed to SWNTs and RF treated. MTT cell cultures were 

incubated for an additional 4 hours at 37° C. The plates were then centrifuged at 1500 

rpm for 5 minutes, the supernatants were aspirated, and cells solubilized by adding 100 

pL o f DMSO to each well. Visible absorbance o f MTT was measured using a multiwell 

plate spectrophotometer at 570 nm. Each concentration was repeated in triplicate with 

five wells in each group.

For PI-FACS analysis, all cells were harvested from the culture dishes by 

trypsinization, washed w ith  PBS, and th en  cen trifu g ed  at 1500 rpm fo r 5 m in u tes. T he 

cell pellet was resuspended while gently vortexing, adding 5 ml of 95% ethanol. Cells 

were fixed overnight at room temperature and stored at 4° C until ready for propidium 

iodide (PI) staining (Sigma-Aldrich Corp, St. Louis, Missouri, USA).
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Cells were then centrifuged out o f the fixative at 1500 rpm for 5 minutes and 

resuspended in a tris buffer solution (stock solution 24 g tris, 12 g NaCl, 168 mL IN HC1 

in a total volume of 2 L at pH 7.4). The cell pellets were resuspended in 500 pL o f tris 

buffer and 1 mL of propidium iodide (500 pg/mL in H2O was added).

Thirty minutes prior to flow cytometric analysis, 100 pL of RNase (Sigma- 

Aldrich Corp, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) (1 mg/mL and DNase-free) was added and the 

fixed cells were incubated at 37° C. Cell viability was assessed by adding the propidium 

iodide-stained cells to a fluorescence activated cell sorter (FACS) unit (FACsCalibur, BD 

Biosciences, San Jose, California, USA). Cell cycle proportion and cell viability were 

assessed with Cell Quest Pro software (BD Biosciences, San Jose, California, USA) and 

all PI-FACS analyses were performed in quadruplicate.

f  Brightfield and NIR fluorescence microscopy

Cells were grown on glass cover slips in 60 mm glass dishes for NIR fluorescence 

microscopy. Twenty-four hours after addition o f SWNTs to the human cancer cell 

cultures, the media was aspirated from the cultures and the cells were washed with 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and resuspended in fresh media without SWNTs. In 

order to confirm intracellular localization o f SWNTs, acid washing (pH 2.0) was 

performed on cell cultures to quench external SWNT emission and remove any SWNTs 

adsorbed on the cell surfaces. Acidic media was aspirated and discarded, and fresh media 

was added for fluorescence imaging. Cover slips were mounted in thermoregulated slide 

holders to maintain a temperature o f 37° C during fluorescence imaging. The cellular 

location o f SWNTs was measured by bright field microscopy and NIR fluorescence 

microscopy. NIR images of SWNTs from within cancer cells were captured using a
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cryogenically cooled 320 x 256 pixel image InGaAs detector array (Roper Scientific, 

Trenton, New Jersey, USA, model OMA-V 2D). A 60X oil-immersion objective was 

used for obtaining images and the laser spot size was focused to 50-100 pm in diameter 

(100-200 pixels under 60X). An excitation laser at 658 nm was used with a 946-nm 

long-pass blocking filter in the detection path.

g. In vitro heating o f  SWNTs in cancer cells

Three mL o f fresh media without SWNTs was added to each culture plate and 

then the culture dishes were placed individually on a Teflon, nonconductive holder 

between the Tx and Rx heads of the RF generator [Figure 7.1].

HIGH
VOLTAGE

Fig. 7.1. Thermed Wireless RF tumor heating system at MD Anderson 

Cancer Center. Image shows a cell culture plate on a Teflon platform 

in the midplane between the transmitting antennae (above) and 

receiving antennae (below).
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The heads were oriented in a vertical direction with a 7.5 cm space between 

them. The cells were then exposed to a 13.56 MHz external RF field at 800 watts of 

power for 1 or 2 minutes. After the prescribed period of RF field exposure, the culture 

dishes were returned to the incubator for an additional 18 hours at 37° C.

h. In vivo heating o f  SWNTs in a tumor-bearing animal model

All animal experiments were performed under a protocol reviewed and approved

by the Institutional Animal Care and Utilization Committee at the University o f Texas M. 

D. Anderson Cancer Center. VX2 tumor cells were grown in DMEM plus 10% FCS to 

confluence. The cells were harvested and washed and resuspended in sterile PBS. One 

mL of the VX2 tumor solution was injected into each flank of two adult New Zealand 

white rabbits (3.0-3.5 kg). When tumors in the flanks o f the donor rabbits reached a 

diameter o f 2.5-3.0 cm, the tumors were harvested under sterile conditions and cut into 1 

mm cubes.

Under general endotracheal anesthesia, a 2 cm upper midline laparotomy incision 

was made in adult New Zealand white rabbits. A 1 mm long incision was made in the 

capsule of a right liver segment with a number 11 scalpel blade and a single cube of VX2 

tumor was inserted into the liver parenchyma. The abdominal wall incisions were then 

closed under sterile conditions and the animals were recovered from anesthesia. Two 

weeks later, under general endotracheal anesthesia, a repeat midline laparotomy 

procedure was performed and the resulting 1.0-1.3 cm d iam ete r in trah ep a tic  VX2 tu m o r 

was injected directly with either 1.0 mL solution o f Kentera™ SWNTs (500 mg/L) with 

100 pg of epinephrine (in 4 animals) or with 1.0 mL of control solution consisting of 

SWNT-free Kentera™ polymer (500 mg/L) and 100 pg o f epinephrine in 2 animals.
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Epinephrine was added to the SWNT and control solutions to produce transient 

intratumoral vasoconstriction to reduce diffusion of the SWNTs or control solution out of 

the tumor.

The animals were then placed on a non-metallic, non-conductive Teflon platform 

between the Tx and Rx heads of the RF generator with 10.0 cm of spacing between the 

heads. The Tx and Rx heads were oriented in a vertical configuration. Each animal was 

positioned so the hepatic tumor was located at the mid-plane o f the working volume to 

capture the maximum electric field potential. The RF field was activated and tuned and 

each animal was treated for 2 minutes with RF at 600 watts, after which the laparotomy 

incision was closed using sterile technique and the animals were allowed to recover from 

the treatment.

Forty-eight hours later the animals were euthanized and the liver and other tissues 

were harvested and evaluated to assess any evidence o f thermal injury. The liver and 

VX2 tumor were fixed in 10% formalin. Tissue samples were cut and embedded in 

paraffin and then prepared for histological assessment with hematoxylin and eosin 

staining and with TUNEL (terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase biotin-dUTP nick end 

labeling) staining for apoptosis and viability following the standard protocol provided by 

Promega (Promega Corp., Madison, Wisconsin, USA).

i. Statistical analysis

Differences between experimental groups (with experiments performed in 

triplicate) were determined by ANOVA (analysis o f variance) using Statistica software 

(StatSoft Inc, Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA). A significant difference between groups was 

defined as P < 0.05.
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B. Results and discussion

a. Wireless RF heating o f  SWNT suspensions

SWNTs suspensions/cell plates were placed in a focused 13.56 MHz ThermMed 

RF system as described above and shown in Figure 7.1. A 13.56 MHz signal generator 

was chosen for two primary reasons. First, this frequency is an industrial scientific and 

medical working frequency allocated by the Federal Communications Commission. The 

other reason that we chose this frequency is that RF energy at this wavelength has been 

shown previously to result in minimal tissue heating, due to its relatively poor specific

fillabsorption rate (SAR) in mammalian testing. This allows for deeper penetration of RF 

power into the body with little attenuation.

Our first goal was to characterize the concentration dependence on the heating 

rates o f Kentera™ SWNTs under a constant transmitted RF power. We tested several 

concentrations (5, 50, 125, 250, and 500 mg/L) under the external RF field in a 1.5 mL 

quartz cuvette. Under these conditions, we found that non-covalently suspended SWNTs 

were very effective at increasing the deposition of RF energy into the aqueous solution as 

shown in Figure 7.2.
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Fig. 7.2. IR image of aqueous SWNT suspension, heated under 600 watts o f RF 

generator output power.

As seen in Figure 7.3, at a given concentration of Kentera SWNTs, the heating of 

each SWNT suspension was linear over time, which suggests that we are uniformly 

heating our sample under a constant RF field (600 W power). Note that the smallest 

concentration of Kentera SWNTs that gave a measurable increase in the temperature of 

pure, deionized water was 5 mg/L.
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Fig. 7.3. Aqueous SWNT suspensions under 600 watts o f RF generator output power 

exhibit a linear increase in temperature over time (initial temperature ~ 25 °C). Shown 

are the average suspension temperatures for 5 mg/L Kentera control (no SWNTs) 

samples (dots), and Kentera SWNT suspensions at 50 mg/L (triangles) and 250 mg/L 

(squares). Note: errors bars may be smaller than the symbols.

Next we characterized the transmitted RF power dependence o f a 50 mg/L 

concentration of Kentera SWNTs. The RF powers tested were 400, 600, 800, and 1000 

W, with a corresponding estimated maximum electric field strength (Ep) (located 2.5 cm 

from the Tx head) of 10.1, 12.4, 14.3, and 16.0 kV/m, respectively.

Figure 7.3 shows that the heating rates of Kentera SWNTs increased linearly with 

an increase in RF generator output power. Although for a given concentration the heating 

rate was linearly increasing, the heating rates between different concentrations of SWNTs 

was highly nonlinear as seen in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.4. Heating rate o f 50 mg/L of Kentera SWNT suspensions (dots) under RF 

generator output powers o f 100, 300, 600 and 800 watts. Suspensions exhibited linear 

heating with increasing RF power. Also shown is the SWNT heating rate (triangles) 

calculated by subtracting the background heating due to the Kentera control suspensions. 

Note: errors bars may be smaller than the symbols.
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Figure 7.5. Heating rate o f Kentera SWNT suspensions under 600 watts o f RF 

generator output power with concentrations o f 5, 50, 125, 250, and 500 mg/L. 

Suspensions exhibited non-linear heating rate variation with increasing SWNT 

concentration. Shown are the averages o f the heating rates for Kentera SWNTs (dots) 

and the calculated SWNT heating contribution (triangles). Note: errors bars may be 

smaller than the symbols.

Our control experiments showed that the heating rate of deionized water alone 

was 0.2 K/s whereas Kentera polymer solutions alone (no SWNTs) was 0.7 K/s. 

Therefore, the fractional heating provided by the SWNTs at the 50 mg/L concentration 

was 0.9 K/s, and the heating rate o f Kentera™ SWNTs was 1.6 K/s (Supplementary 

Movie 1 online shows an example o f the IR measurement of heating rate in the aqueous 

SWNT suspensions in the cuvette). We found at all concentrations o f Kentera SWNT 

solutions that the Kentera polymer contributed ~ 42% of the heating in the RF field.
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b. RF heating o f  SWNTs -  Plausible physical basis

The following is a plausible explanation fo r  the observed heating phenomena. This 

was provided by P ro f Boris Yakobson and is included here fo r  completion.

These substantial RF-induced heating rates o f aqueous SWNT suspensions raise a 

critical question: how does a relatively small concentration o f nanotubes [~ 5-500 mg/L 

which corresponds to a volumetric fraction <|)~ 5 * (10“6— 10"4)] significantly enhance RF- 

induced heating of the sample?

Since the RF wavelength (~ 22 m, for the frequency f  = 13.56 MHz) greatly exceeds 

the nanotube length (L) of -  300 nm - 1 [am, RF fields appear far off from any conceivable 

resonance14, and the RF photon energy hv is much too small to excite electronic transitions 

in the semiconducting SWNTs.

Therefore, a possible simple explanation can be based on the resistive conductivity of 

the SWNTs. Given their high aspect ratios, (L/d) -  300 - 1000 (d is the tube diameter), 

individual SWNTs, with typical diameters o f 1 nm, when exposed to the axial component of

I 3the applied electric field E polarize to produce an electric dipole o f magnitude P = e|E|L /A, 

where the geometrical factor A = [24 /w(4L/d) -  7]15 and 8 -  80 is taken as the dielectric 

permittivity at our working frequency.

As the longitudinal polarization o f a conducting nanotube alternates at frequency f  

with the applied field, a portion of this energy may be released as Joule heat from the re

polarization currents in the tube. This yields an upper bound for the power dissipated of 

2fe |E|2 L3/A per tube. We can offer an interpretation of this power being proportional to the 

envelope-sphere volume (~L3), which is much greater than the actual physical volume o f the 

tube (~L), thus explaining the benefit o f the high aspect ratio o f the SWNTs.
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Furthermore, with the SWNT concentration of (4/jtLd2)(j) and the volumetric heat

'y
capacity of (mainly water) Cw, the heating rate is estimated as dT/dt ~ (8(J)/jtA) (L/d) f  £ 

(Ep2/Cw). For instance, given a SWNT concentration of 50 mg/L with a peak field strength of 

Ep ~ 15 kV/m, and with A = 192 for d = 1 nm and L = 1 pm, the predicted heating rate is 

dT/dt = 0.4 K/s, which is o f the same order as the observed contribution ~ 0.9 K/s from 

SWNTs at this concentration and field strength in our system.

There are several possible explanations for the somewhat larger observed heating 

rate. One explanation can be attributed to a dynamic self-assembly o f the SWNTs into longer 

antennae (microns in length) i.e. effectively greater length, L, under the influence o f the RF 

field. Note that the formation o f self-assembled antennae o f suspended SWNTs in a RF field 

is not the only potential explanation for higher than predicted heating rates in solutions but at 

least a partial role for such a mechanism is supported by our observation of linear assembly 

of non-functionalized SWNT dispersions along the axis o f the RF [see Figure 7.6].

Figure 7.6. Formation of aligned SWNT structures in RF field.
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c. Bright fie ld  and NIR fluorescence microscopy o f  Kentera SWNTs

Bright field microscopy revealed what appeared to be collections o f SWNTs

within cells that had been incubated for 12-24 hours with SWNT concentrations o f 50,

100, or 500 mg/L (Fig. 7.7a). In order to further verily the localization o f SWNTs, we

performed near infrared fluorescence microscopy of all our cancer cells, which were

incubated overnight with Kentera SWNTs.

Figure 7.7. Brightfield microscopic images at 60x magnification demonstrating 

intracellular collections o f SWNTs (arrows, right panel) in Hep3B human 

hepatocellular carcinoma cells grown under standard culture conditions for 24 hours 

with Kentera SWNTs at a concentration of 500 mg/L. Similar intracellular collections 

of SWNTs were seen in the HepG2 human hepatocellular carcinoma cells and in Panc- 

1 human pancreatic adenocarcinoma cells.
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Figure 7.8 shows representative micrographs o f Panc-1 cells imaged with NIRF 

microscopy. NIRF was used to observe SWNTs that were adherent to the cancer cell’s 

surface and SWNTs that were translocated into the cytosol o f cells. By washing the cells 

with a quenching agent (either acids or diazonium salts), emission from the adherent 

SWNTs was quench and the internalized SWNTS could be clearly identified. SWNTs 

that remain fluorescent are located in a protected environment within the cell’s 

cytoplasm. In addition, the acid inverts the surface charges o f cells, which results in the 

electrostatic repulsion of adherent particles.

Figure 7.8 Near-IR microscopic images (60X power) of Kentera SWNTs in Panc-1 cells grown 

under standard culture conditions for 24 hours with SWNTs at a dose o f 50 mg/L. A brightfield 

image is shown in the left panel, while the center panel demonstrates groups of NIR emission 

from SWNTs in the cell cytoplasm and associated with the external cell membrane (arrows). 

After acid-washing, SWNTs adherent to the cell surface were removed, revealing numerous 

intracellular collections of near-IR SWNT fluorescence as seen in the right panel.
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d. RF-induced cytotoxicity o f  cancer cells in vitro

Given the pronounced heating rates of aqueous Kentera SWNTs in a RF field, and 

the NIR fluorescence images indicating that SWNTs are internalized into cancer cells, we 

tested the use of RF-induced SWNT heating of cancer cells to induce cytotoxicity on two 

human hepatocellular cancer cell lines and one human pancreatic carcinoma cell line.

Figure 7.9 shows that we found a SWNT concentration-dependent cellular 

cytotoxicity in vitro in all three cancer cell lines following two minutes of RF field 

exposure at 800 watts of generator output power (Figure. 7.9).

0 mg/L 5 mg/L 50 mg/L 100 mg/L 500 mg/L

SWNT Concentration (mg/L)

Figure 7.9. RF fie ld -induced  cy to to x ic ity  ce lls  is SWNT c o n cen tra tio n  d ep en d en t 
for Hep3B (red bars), HepG2 (gold bars), and Panc-1 (blue bars) human cancer. Cell 
cultures received RF treatment at 800 W for 2 minutes. Cytotoxicity was determined 
by propidium iodide-fluorescence activated cell sorter (PI-FACS) analysis. The 
values represent the mean + SEM for experiments performed in triplicate.
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e. RF-induced cytotoxicity o f  malignant liver tumors in vivo

Adult New Zealand white rabbits bearing 1.0 to 1.3 cm diameter hepatic VX2

tumors underwent a direct intratumoral injection o f water-soluble SWNTs. Immediately

after injection of the SWNTs, the rabbits received two minutes o f continuous RF

treatment. Following RF treatment, all animals were allowed to recover from anesthesia

and then 48 hours later were euthanized. The remaining liver and all other organs assayed

showed no evidence o f thermal injury or other abnormalities. Tumors that received

injection of control solutions (Kentera alone, no SWNTs) followed by RF treatment

showed no evidence o f tumor cell death in the histologic specimens (Fig. 7.10). By

contrast, histopathology sections from tumors injected with SWNT revealed complete

thermal necrosis of the tumor tissue with a surrounding 2-5 mm zone of thermal injury to

the liver (Fig. 7.10a).

F igure 7.10. Photomicrographs of hepatic VX2 tumors from rabbits injected with Kentera 
alone (no SWNTs) followed by 2 min of RF field treatment.
Left panel - H&E stain at 400X. Shows a viable-appearing tumor cells with numerous 
mitotic bodies
Right panel - TUNEL staining at 400X. Shows viable cells with only a rare brown 
apoptotic cell (arrow). The rate of apoptosis in untreated VX2 tumors is 2-3%, and the 
control tumors treated with RF but no SWNTs had a similar 2-3% incidence o f apoptotic 
cells.
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Figure 7.11. Photomicrographs o f hepatic VX2 tumors from rabbits injected with Kentera 

SWNTs followed by 2 min of RF field treatment.

Top panel - H&E stain at 400X. Shows necrotic tumor cells, inflammatory infiltrate, and 

long collections o f coalesced SWNTs,

Bottom panel - TUNEL stain at 250X. Shows characteristic brown staining seen with 

apoptotic and necrotic cells.
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C. Conclusions

Our studies demonstrate that SWNTs can be reliably introduced into cells and 

tracked using NIR fluorescence. Additionally, we have found two new therapeutic 

properties o f SWNTs, which indicate that individualized carbon nanotubes can be utilized 

as therapeutic agents to selectively activate RNAi by carrying siRNA into tumor cells. 

Finally, we have found that SWNTs are not just vectors for drug delivery but also have 

intrinsic physical properties that allow treatment o f malignant tumors via RF-induced 

thermoablation.

The clinical potential o f these results are significant and may lead to future 

applications of carbon nanotubes as a new class of fluorophore and as targeted 

therapeutic vectors for the treatment o f cancer. Flowever, in order to achieve the potential 

o f SWNTs as nanoscale diagnostic or therapeutic particles, improved methods of 

targeting must be developed as well as techniques to over the natural biological barriers 

within the complex human body. 68

Several strategies have been proposed and currently understudy. One example 

that is an appealing concept is the use o f a multifunctional, multistage targeting scheme. 

Figure 7.12 illustrates the principle where the nanoparticle cross the endothelial barrier 

by enhanced permeation and retention properties of the cancer vasculature and bind to 

specific epitopes on cancer cells. The particles would then carry their payload or be 

activated by an external energy source.
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Figure 7.12. Illustrations o f multifunctional/multistage nanovectors that enter into tumors 

via the EPR effects and then bind to specific cancer cells. In this illustration, the particles 

are activated and release their therapeutic payload. Additionally, the particles can be 

activated by an external stimulus (i.e. RF, ultrasonic, NIR energy) and can function to 

destroy or inactivate cancer cells. Adapted from reference 68

We suggest that this thesis has provided the foundational evidence that the carbon 

nanotube could serve as a multifunctional particle with properties ranging from near 

infrared fluorophores to that o f a therapeutic vector for the delivery of siRNA or RF 

heating o f tumors cells. It is hoped that with the future development o f multistage 

delivery platforms such as silicon nanoparticles, crosslinked polymeric micelles, and
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other delivery technologies, the potential o f carbon nanoparticles for clinical applications 

can be fully realized. Our results strongly suggest that the development o f targeted 

delivery o f SWNTs to malignant cells in vitro and in preclinical models should be 

vigorously investigated to determine a role for non-invasive RF treatment for the thermal 

destruction of malignant cells or the RNAi therapy against cancer cells. An important 

goal will be reaching the stage of clinical trials in cancer patients.
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Appendix A

Synthesis of PEG-eggs

The following preparation was developed by Dr. Runtang Wang and Prof. Paul Engel

Based on an elegant approach developed by Wooley and by Kang and Taton, we have 

synthesized the triblock copolymer poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(acrylic acid)-b- 

(polystyrene) (PEG-PAA-PS). This material is similar to the polymers prepared by Niu 

et al.and by Tang via atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). Poly(ethylene glycol) 

monomethyl ether 1 was treated with 2- bromoisobutyryl bromide 2 to give a PEG 

macroinitiator 3,23 which was reacted with tert-butyl acrylate under copper (I) 

bromide/pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA) catalysis to give a di-block 

copolymer initiator (PEG-b-PtBA-Br) 4. A similar ATRP approach was used to prepare 

the tri-block copolymer (PEG-b-PtBA-b-PS-Br) 5 by reacting 4 with styrene and then 

hydrolyzing the product (5) with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) to afford the PEG-b-PAA-b- 

PS 6.

Preparation o f  SWNT PEG-eggs Water was slowly added to a DMF solution o f PEG- 

PAA-PS containing raw FliPco SWNTs under tip sonication. l-[3- 

(dimethylamino)propyl]-3-ethylcarbodiimide methiodide (EDC) was then added followed 

by 2,2’-4 (ethylenedioxy)diethylamine 7 to crosslink the polymer. Interestingly, PEG-egg 

formation in the reaction vial is visible to the eye. After adding the carbodiimide 

activator, the micelle-trapped SWNTs precipitated out. However, adding the diamine 

immediately turned the heterogeneous two-layer mixture to a homogeneous, clear black 

suspension, indicating that crosslinking takes place rapidly and that the resulting PEG-
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egg is water-soluble. This was confirmed by brief and gentle shaking o f the lyophilized, 

purified material in water, which led to a dark suspension. 1H NMR analysis o f the 

empty PEG-egg revealed that the polymer was PEG(17)-PAA(35)-PS(14).

Preparation of macro-initiator 31.

To a solution of 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide (6.3 g , 27.4 mmol) in 60 mL CH2C12 at 0 

oC was added triethyl amine (3.82 mL, 27.4 mmol) followed by dropwise addition of 

mPEGOH (MW 750, 9.6 g, 12.8 mmol) solution in 30

mL CH2C12. The mixture was then warmed to room temperature and stirred overnight at 

which point NMR showed completion o f the reaction. The reaction was filtered through 

filter paper and the filtrate was poured into water, which was then stirred vigorously for 4 

h. The organic phase was collected and the water phase was extracted twice with 

dichloromethane. The combined organic solution was washed successively with 1.0 N

HC1 and 1.0 N NaOH, dried over M gS04, and concentrated. The resulting white solid 

was purified by dissolving in dichloromethane and precipitating with ether to yield

bromoester 3 (11.3 g , 90%). 1H NMR 1.94 (s, 6H), 3.38 (s, 3H), 3.55 (m, 2H), 3.65 (s, 

4nH), 3.75 (m, 2H), 4.33 (m, 2H).

Preparation of PEG-PtBA-Br (4). A 50 mL Schlenk flask filled with N2 was charged 

with bromide 3 (1.1 mmol), CuBr (1.1 mmol) and a magnetic stirring bar. A mixture of

pentamethyldiethylenetriamine PMDETA (2.2 mmol), t-butyl acrylate (110 mmol) and 

anisole solvent (14 mL) was purged with N2 for 30 min, transferred to the Schlenk flask 

and heated at 100 oC for 3 h. Then the reaction mixture was opened to the air and cooled
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to room temperature while continuing stirring for 2 h. The blue catalyst was removed by 

passing the mixture through a basic alumina pad using anisole as eluent. The product was 

obtained after removal o f solvent and other liquids under vacuum. 1H NMR 1.44 (br s,

9H + 2xH), 1.65 (s, 6H), 2.22 (br s, xH), 3.38 (s, 3H), 3.65 (s, 4nH), 4.19 (br s, 2H)

Preparation of PEG-PtBA-PS-Br (5) The same procedure as immediately above was 

followed in this reaction. The reactants used here were PEG-PtBA-Br (4) (0.38 mmol), 

styrene (38 mmol), PMDETA (0.76 mmol), CuBr (0.38 mmol). 1H NMR 1.46 (br s, 9H 

+ 2xH), 2.24 (br s, xH), 3.40 (s, 3H), 3.66 (s, 4nH). 4.20 (br m, 2H), 6.35-6.9 (br m, 2y 

H), 7 .0 -  7.25 (br m, 3yH).

Preparation of PEG-PAA-PS-Br (6) This compound was obtained by hydrolysis of 

PEG-PtBA-PS-Br (5) with trifluoroacetic acid (5 moles/mole tBA groups) in 

dichloromethane for 24 h. Then the solvent and unreacted TFA were removed under 

vacuum to give 6.

Preparation of SWNT PEG-eggs. A 50 mg sample o f PEG-PAA-PS was dissolved in 2 

mL DMF with < 1 mg SWNT. Water was then added dropwise under tip sonication until 

the water content reached 90% (total volume 20 mL). To the resulting suspension was

added 1 equiv. of l-[3-(dimethylamino)propyl]-3-ethylcarbodiimide methiodide (EDC) to 

activate the carboxyl acid group followed by addition of 0.5 equiv. 2,2’- 

(ethylenedioxy)diethylamine 7 to crosslink the polymer. (The ratio o f -COOH to diamine 

is 2:1 but since one PEG-PAA-PS has 35 -COOH, the ratio o f polymer to diamine will 

be 2:35.) The crude, black suspension was centrifuged at 22,000 RPM, affording a black 

precipitate of bundled nanotubes that was discarded. The supernatant was then
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centrifuged at 33,000 RPM to afford purified SWNT PEG-eggs, which were re-dissolved 

in water. The PEG-egg solution was dialyzed in a polycarbonate membrane (Spectra/Por, 

MWCO=50k, Spectrum Lab.) against flowing DI water for 3 days.

Formation ofPEG -esss from PEG-PB

Polybutadiene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PB33-6-PEO90 and PB111-6-PE0272), were 

purchased from Polymer Source, Canada). A small amount (<1 mg) o f raw HIPco® 

SWNTs was added to a 1% aqueous solution o f PEG-PB to form a black suspension.

The suspension was purged with nitrogen followed by addition of an amount o f radical 

initiator (FeS04.7H20, Na2S205, (NH4)2S208)2 corresponding to one radical for every 

two double bonds. The mixture was allowed to stand for one day at room temperature to 

complete the alkene crosslinking reaction. The resulting suspension was then dialyzed 

and purified by fractional centrifugations to afford a pellet, which was re-suspended in 

water by sonication. In order to show that a PEG-egg was formed, the micelle 

stabilitywas tested by adding the organic solvents THF and acetone before and after 

crosslinking.

It was found that the crosslinked PEG-egg remained stable when diluted with THF or 

acetone while the uncrosslinked SWNT suspension separated within minutes upon adding 

THF. Addition o f acetone to the uncrosslinked SWNT suspension also caused separation 

but more time was required. The formation o f PEG-eggs was confirmed by tapping 

mode AFM, which showed clearly that SWNTs were trapped inside the PEG-PB 

cylindrical micelles. Near IR fluorescence spectroscopy revealed that these PEG-eggs 

exhibited typical SWNT emission, though it was far weaker than SWNTs suspended in 

SDBS.
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Biocompatibility Testing

The following was performed by Dr. Valerie Moore, Dr. Jodie L. Conyers, Ms. Melinda 
Lackey.

The biocompatibility o f SWNT PEG-PAA-PS eggs was assessed on mouse macrophage 

(J774A.1) and human kidney epithelial cells (CC-2556) obtained from Cambrex Corp.

(Baltimore, MD) These two cell lines were incubated overnight at 37 oC under 5% C 02 

in media (250 pL = 104 cells/well) to which 100 pL of SWNT PEG-eggs were added to 

each cell culture, yielding a final SWNT concentration of 33 mg/L. Macrophage cells 

were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (ATCC) supplemented with 10% 

fetal bovine serum (Gibco®), 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 pg/mL penicillin and 100 U/mL 

streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich). Human kidney epithelial cells were grown in REGM '

BulletKit® (Cambrex). As a positive control, cells were treated with PBS whereas a 0.1%

Triton X aqueous solution (lysis reagent) served as the negative control. Finally, a 

LIVE/DEAD® Viability/Cytotoxicity Assay (Invitrogen L-3224) was performed on all 

cells and fluorescence images were obtained using an Olympus 1X71 microscope.
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Appendix B

Assessment o f  SWNT toxicity in vitro

Prior to determining the in vitro response o f cells incubated with SWNTs and 

treated with RF, we investigated potential cytotoxic effects o f growing human cancer 

cells in the presence of various concentrations o f Kentera SWNTs. There was no 

cytotoxicity in Hep3B, Hep G2, or Panc-1 cells cultured for 6 to 48 hours with SWNTs in 

concentrations from 5 mg/L to 500 mg/L (Fig Al)when compared to control cell cultures 

grown in the absence o f SWNTs. MTT assays revealed no significant reduction in 

proliferation of Hep3B or HepG2 cells grown with SWNTs in this same range of 

concentrations. However, there was a significant reduction (P <0.01) in proliferation of 

Panc-1 cells at all concentrations o f SWNTs from 5 to 500 mg/L. This reduction in 

proliferation was reversible as the Panc-1 cells cultured in the presence of SWNTs 

demonstrated growth rates identical to control cells (no SWNT exposure) within 48 hours 

of SWNTs being removed from the culture media.

i

M2

(A 0.8

0 5 50 500
SWNT concentration (mg/L)
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Figure Al. Top: Representative PI-FACS analyses of Hep3B (left), HepG2 (middle), and 

Panc-1 (right) grown for 24 hours with Kentera™ SWNTs at a dose of 500 mg/L. The cell 

cycle proportions (M l = Go/Gi, M2 = G2M, M3 = S phase fraction of cells, respectively, and 

M4 = nonviable cells) o f each cell line is normal, and no cytotoxicity was observed with 

SWNT concentrations from 5-500 mg/L. Bottom: MTT assay of the same three cancer cell 

lines incubated for 24 hours with SWNTs at equivalent concentrations. Up to 500 mg/L 

SWNT concentrations, there was no significant growth inhibition in the Hep 3B(black dots) 

or Hep G2)(red triangles). However, Panc-1 cells (green squares) cultured with SWNTs did 

have a significant reduction (P<0.01, ANOYA) in proliferation that was similar at all 

concentrations o f SWNTs. This reduced proliferative capacity was reversible within 48 hrs
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